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MONTANA FLOOD DAMAGE
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 5, 1964
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
S I

ACl\[
SUBCOMMI-VTEE ON MIONTANA FlooD DA NAO-E,

lVashingtorn, D.C.
Tihle subomnittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:30 p.m., Hon.
Arnold Olsen presiding.
Present: Represen tatives Olsen, Gray, Baldwin, and Clausen.
Also present: Joseph R. Brennan, engineer consultant.
Also present: Represintative from James F. Battin, of Montana.
Mfr. Oisux. 'lie subcommittee will come to order.
In June last, the chairman of the committee, Mr. Buckley, appointed
it special subcommittee to journey to Monitania and view at the scene
tie flods that were then raging and had not yet, subsided. That
subcommittee has as its nwmbeisliip M[r. Clark of Pennsylvania, Mr.
('hausen of ('alifornia, and myself, of Montnin.
We were joined by Mr. Battin, and through the assistance of the
I.S. Air Force and the M[ontana National Giuard we reviewed thern
it,
ti sene hleo.ring flood and the damages that were being caused
by tile flood.
Tt order to make all that part and parcel of the record here it is
necessarv to have this hearing and heat, from the Bureau of Reclamation anl the Corps of Engineers on their complete assessment of what
the diama..ge was and if possible give us some ideas of what procedure
or what possible projects should be investigated to determine possible
remedies from future flood danger.
h'lhere are then other interior agencies that must as well be heard
from in addition to the Bureau of Reclamation and they are the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, the National Park Service, the Bureau of Sports
Fisheries and Wildlife and the Geological Survey.
We will now hear from our first witness from Montana's Second
Con tressional District, the Honorable Jim Battin.
STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES F. BATTIN, REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MONTANA
Mr. B.xvivix. hank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I will take
just a few minutes of the committee's time to call attention to thelfact
that the Government agencies responding to the need created by the
lhey reacted very quickly and
floods in M[ontana were indeed good.
I think we should take our hats off to the effort that they have made
in a time of need. I think particularly of the Bureau of Reclamation,
tile (orps of Engineers, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Department
o Agriculture, the Small Business Administration, as well as the
National Park Service, all of whom had a tremendous interest in the
things that (lid take place.
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I want to pay a special thanks to the Office of Emergency Planning
which had the job of coordinating the effort and start moving in order
to bring back into the area affected some roads and bridges, public
facilities such as water and sewers that had been completely destroyed
by the raging waters.
As you stated, Mr. Chairman, I did have the opportunity to be with
the subcommittee at the time they viewed the flooded area and was
able to participate in the Great Falls visit and to go over the flooded
area in the northwestern part of the congressional district that I
represent. I know that there was considerable flooding in the western
district which is represented by the gentleman from Montana,

Mr. Olsen.
I am most interested, as I am sure the committee is, in not only the
reports that are about to be presented by the agencies to the committee
and a discussion of the damage and what is needed to recover the loss
that was suffered. The one great need that I still find and one that
the people of my district are still in doubt about is that part in the
private sector of our economy Where, for example, a man's home, his
machinery, his personal property, his cattle, his livelihood is basically
washed down the river. At what point can anything be done to aid
him?
We can build new roads and new bridges and water and sewage
facilities but evidently there is a great void as it pertains to any
damage or recoupment by the individual.
Perhaps this would be a proper subject of study by the subcommittee. There are bills pending on retroactive insurance basically as
a result of the losses in Alaska during the earthquake but I think in
any emergency created by an act of God, that some effort should be
made and some action taken in order to alleviate this problem and
help the individual.
I thank the chairman for the time given me to appear.
Mr. OLSEN. Well, let me say that we are very happy that you
could find time from your busy schedule to come to the committee
with your testimony. I think that your contribution, particularly
on the subject of the void and the absence of real assistance to those
people who lost their life's property apnd life's capital in a catastrophe
of this kind is something that will be given attention by the Congress,
and I hope with you that some progress is made in investigating this
particular void.
I want so assure my colleague from eastern Montana that we are
going to pursue with great detail and diligence in investigating the
cause of these floods and the possibility of remedy on both sides of the
mountain and as we proceed with further consideration of the Montana flood we will certainly want him so be participating.
Mr. BATriN. Thank you.
Mr. OLSEN. Mr. Baldwin.

Mr.

BALDWIN.

Thank you very much Mr. Battin.

Mr. OLSEN. Now, our next witness is the Commissioner of the
Bureau of Reclamation, Mr. Floyd Dominy.
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STATEMENT OF FLOYD D. DOMINY, COMMISSIONER, BUREAU
OF RECLAMATION, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Mr. DoMINY. Thank you Mr.Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is an honor to
appear today and present information to you on the effects of the
recent major floods in western Montana and to discuss some of the
programs we have undertaken to alleviate immediate distress in that
area. We will also summarize our views on what might well be initiated in the short-term future to prevent recurrences of the major
damage should there be repetitions of the meteorologic conditions
that contributed to the recent disasters.
At the request of the Montana delegation I flew to the area, accompanied by Commissioner Nash of the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
to make an immediate on-site inspection of the flood conditions and
their aftermath in the Montana disaster area.
Although there is little that such inspections can accomplish at
the time, they are useful in gaining insight into immediate shortterm and long-range solutions to problems of this character.
My personal recollections of the widespread damage suffered by
residents of many Montana communities are vivid images, even now,
and cause me to reassert the intentions of the Bureau of Reclamation
to make all possible contributions in the cleanup operations and longer
range preventive programs.
We have undertaken, simultaneously with other emergency measures, to compile information on the extent of flood damages suffered
by various Federal reclamation irrigation enterprises, as well as
nonfederally owned irrigation facilities. We have not estimated
damage to individually owned property or to other sectors of the
economy since the Corps of Engineers were on the job and actively
working on that phase of the program.
There was an estimated loss suffered by publicly owned irrigation
enterprises (in the Missouri River drainage basin, principally the
Sun, Milk, and Marias subbasins) in the amount of $5,233,000.
The names of the affected systems and the amount of damage experienced by each is shown in a breakdown attached to this statement as
table A.
The damage represented by this compilation excludes damages
suffered by facilities under the program of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, as we expect the representatives of that agency to furnish
data in that area.
In descriptive terms the damages to irrigation systems include the
the total loss of one storage dam, one diversion dam, numerous canal
and lateral structures, and innumerable instances of broken canal
banks, severly eroded drainage channels, silted waterways, and damage to appurtenant operating facilities. Federal reclamation projects
suffered substantial damage, however, total loss of major structures
did not occur on our projects.
floods on the Flathead River in northwestern Montana were
equally severe. This area was the center of the most damaging
floods on the western slope of the Continental Divide. To the best
of our knowledge, there was no significant damage to any irrigation
facilities, public or private, in the Flathead River Basin.
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In addition to our work in assessing and inventorying flood damages,
we have been busy on emergency repair efforts in the interest of
restoring irrigation service at the earliest possible time.
As you know this flood could not hit at a worse time as far, as the
farmer *was Concerned, it, was at the start of his principal growing
season and when water would be needed on a demand basisffor the
balance of the growing season. It was very urgent that we make
repairs wherever physically possible to get the water back in the system to prevent tremendous crop loss even where the floods had not
harmed the farmland.
Through various financing arrangements, we are making all possible contributions to the restoration of service to the irrigation distribution facilities of several irrigation districts, as well as reconstruction work on major structures completely destroyed.
A substantial activity of this character is involved in the case of
the Two Medicine Dam of the Blackfeet Irrigation District, a project
under the program jurisdiction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
That agency has requested the Bureau of Reclamation to investigate
a site for the reconstruction of a new dam capable of providing a
reservoir of 40,000 acre-feet of irrigation storage. Such a reservoir
substantially exceeds the 13,600 acre-foot capacity of the original
structure.
In order to prevent encroachment of the larger reservoir on the
Glacier National Park, we are investigating a site about 16 miles
downstream from the original structure.
Funds in the amount of $1 million were provided to the Bureau
of Indian Affairs in the Department of the Interior Appropriation
'Act for fiscal year 1965 to cover the investigation work for the new
dam and the award of a contract in the spring of 1965.
Under a proposed memorandum of understanding between the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Bureau of Reclamation, engineering
surveys have been initiated of the lower site to determine whether

this or an alternative location is adequate for the new dam and
reservoir.
Every effort is being made to award a contract for construction of
the neN dam during the latter part of fiscal year 1065, and all studies
and design work have been accorded a priority position in our program
in order to assure this goal.
The privately owned storage reservoir completely destroyed was
on the property of the Pondera County Canal & Reservoir Co. It
was known as Swift Dam and was located on Birch Creek some 18
nMiles west of Dupuyer, Mont.
A now dam will be required to replace the original structure. It is
proposed to construct the new dam at a site near the original structure.
The Bureau of Reclamation technical organization has been made
available for this work through an arrangement with the Office of
Emergency Planning. A contract for the diversion tunnel of the new
dam will be negotiated this autumn in order to permit the earliest
possible construction of the new dam and storage of water in the
reservoir.
The existing outlet and diversion facilities of the original dam will be
used to the maximum extent possible in construction of the new
facility. Preliminary work in preparation for construction of the new
facility has begun and is being cairied forward as rapidly as possible.
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Other work in restoring tho damaged irrigation facilities of the
project is also in progress, and it is expected that thiswork will be
completed sufficiently to permit operation of the distribution facilities
in the near future.
The third major reconstruction activity also being undertaken by
our technical organization with financial assistance from the Office
of Emergency Planning is that of the Bynum Irrigation District
diversion dam at an approximate cost of $420,000. This facility was
badly damaged, the overflow portion being practically washed out and
the canal headworks damaged beyond rehabilitation.
To restore the dam to rovide the same service as the original
structure, it is proposed to build a new dam and headworks some 200
feet downstream. Preliminary engineering work has been started,
and it is expected that a construction contract for the new dam will
be negotiated this fall and that work will be continued during the
winter season in an effort to have the new structure in service for next
year's floodflows.
Against this backdrop of substantial damage and repair thereof,
it may be of further interest to the conunittee to receive a report on
the functionhig of certain elements of our multiple-purpose development program that were in being and functioning at the time of the
flood.
Mr. CASEY, will you go to the map.
Mr. OLSEN. I think this would be a good point to have a recess and
we will reconvene in just exactly 15 minutes.
(A recess was taken for 15 minutes)
Mr. GRAY (presiding). The committee will please come to order.
You may proceed in your own fashion Mr. Dominy,
* Mr. DOMINY. Mr. Chairman, having covered briefly some of the
outstanding damage incidents attributable to the flood as it applied
to irrigation and against that backdrop of substantial damage and
repair thereof, I am sure it would be of interest to the committee to
receive a report on the functioning of certain elements of the'multiplepurpose development program that was in being and functioning at
the time of the flood.
The peak discharge on the Marias River, a tributary of the Missouri,
into Tiber Reservoir was 154,000 cubic feet per second. This occurred
on the morning of June 9. Now that is nearly four times the previous
maximum peak recorded of 40,000 cubic feet per second and that was
recorded near Shelby, Mont., on June 18, 19'8.
The 1964 peak was stored at Tiber with less than 1 percent, or 1,200
cubic feet per second being released from the reservoir during the
critical flood period. After peak floods of the Teton and Missouri
Rivers passed the city of LomaI' releases from Tiber Dam were increased to 10,000 cubic feet per second, and this discharge was
entirely contained within the Marias River channel and resulted in
no damages except for displacement of riprap protection downstream
from Tiber Dam spillway.
An uncontrolled floor on the Marias River would have destroyed
Loma and wiped out all structures located in the Marias River
Valley. Approximately 300 000 acre-feet of storage space in the
Marias Reservoir' Was utilized in controlling floor inflow.
Bureau of Reclamation dams also very materially alleviated
flood conditions in Great Falls. At the first word of downstream
87.-478.-64-2-
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flooding on June 8 the releases into the Missouri River from Canyon
Ferry Dam near helena were reduced to 5,000 cubic feet per second
then again to 2,000 cubic feet per second. This resulted in desynchronizing peak flows of the Missouri River and its tributaries.
An uncontrolled peak of 43,000 cubic feet per second in the Missouri
River at Great Falls above the mouth of the Sun River was reduced
to 26,400 cubic feet per second by the morning of June 10 through
storage at Canyon Ferry Lake. The June 10 Missouri River flow
at Great Falls originated mainly from the Dearborn and Smith Rivers
and other uncontrolled tributaries coming into the Missouri River
below Canyon Ferry Dam..
The combined flows of the Missouri and Sun Rivers at Great Falls
were reduced from 94,000 cubic feet per second to 77,400 cubic feet
per second by storage of nearly 170,000 acre-feet of flood runoff in
Canyon Ferry Lake, which almost completely utilized the available
storage space. The flood-stage reduction at Great Falls is not known,
but judging from the gage at Ulm immediately upstream from the
city, the flood level at Great Falls may have been reduced 5 feet or
more through storage at Canyon-Ferry Lake.,
Now, I am sure that Congressman Olsen will agree that the houses
that had water up to the edge of the roof and beyond would not have
been benefited very much by a 5-foot reduction, but if it had not been
for that 5-foot reduction, additional areas would have been flooded
and additional, more serious damage would have resulted.
Mr. OLsN. If it were not true for Canyon Ferry storage, this flood

would have moved into the east side of Great Falls and the main
part of Great Falls and the main business district of Great Falls.
Mr. DoI Nry. Yes, with that in the Missouri River, at the time.
The bulk of the. damage done by floors on the Flathead River
occurred in the vicinity of Flathead Lake. The flood crest at Columbia
Falls, above Flathead Lake, reached an unprecedented flow rate of
175,000 cubic feet per second which far surpassed the greatest flood
in the history of this valley.
It is estimated that without the upstream control afforded by
Hungry Horse Dam-this is on the South Fork of the Flathead
River-this peak would have exceeded 250,000 cubic feet per second
nearly double the previous record flow of 134,000 cubic feet per second
experienced in 1894.
Flathead Lake absorbed much of the peak inflow, and because of its
large storage capacity, runoff below that point was characterized by
high volume rather than by peak flow.
he entire upper Clark Fork Basin experienced high flood during
this period, but the flows of the Clark Fork at Missoula and the
downstream points did not exceed previous records as on the I lathead
River.
Hungy Horse Reservoir on the South Fork of the Flathead River
had sufficient capacity to completely control the floodflows at that
point. About 900,000 acre-feet of storage in this reservoir 'were
available at the beginning of June, and by June 7, when flood peaks
were beginning, some 240,000 acre-feet of storage had been utilized.
Outflows from the reservoir were held at 3,000 cubic feet per second
during early June and were decreased to 500 cubiC feet per second
on June 9 to effect maximum control of local flooding on the Flathead
River. During the peak of the flood, Hungry Horse Reservoir was
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storing more- than 80,000 cubic feet per second of inflow and only
releasing some 500 cubic feet per second. Estimates by the Corps of
Engineers indicate that Hungy Horse Dam was responsible for averting more than $10 million of flood damages.
The valuable contributions which our reservoirs demonstrated during
the June 1964 floods causes us to reflect upon the fact that plans were
advanced many years ago for other programs and measures, which if
in existence would have substantially abated the damages in certain
areas, particularly in the lower Sun River Basin and to a marked
degree in the Flathead Clark Fork, and Columbia River Basins.
for instance, plans for storage on the Sun River were included in
the general comprehensive plan for the Missouri River Basin project
in the early 1940's and were indeed authorized for construction by the
Secretary of the Interior.
During the course of postauthorization detailed investigation, these
studies became quite controversial because of the possible adverse
effect of storage on wilderness values and were terminated somewhat
short of completion to usual standards of detail, In fact, no work
in depth on overall solutions to Sun River flood control needs has
been performed in about 8 to 10 years.
Studies of opportunities to enhance the utility of existing Gibson
Reservoir of the Sun River project for flood control were performed
in 1963-64. The plan which evolved from this study would enlarge
outlet works capacity to provide the degree of operational flexibility
essential for joint-use operations for flood control and irrigation
storage.
This dam was built a long time ago, shortly after the passage of
the Reclamation Act. It was built for irrigation storage and we did
not provide sufficient outlet capacity to move water out of it and
provide the flood space that might be utilized.
Our proposal now would be to enlarge the outlet works so that we
could evacuate water up to the capacity of the river channel and use
the reservoir for flood control storage.
A number of damsites in the upper part of the Sun River Basin
have long been known to exist and would be capable of reducing any
flood known to history, including that of 1964, to streamflows of
manageable proportions.
The Bureau of Reclamation studied these damsites in the early
1950's and is undertaking new updating studies based on the June
1964 flood experience. One of the principal sites is the Upper Sun
Butte Dam on the North Fork of Sun River a few miles upstream from
the upper end of Gibson Reservoir.
An earthfill dam at this site would be about 242 feet high and 950
feet long and would create a reservoir with a capacity of 260,000
acre-feet. It is planned that 100,000 acre-feet would be reserved
exclusively for flood control, another 35,000 would be utilized jointly
for flood control, irrigation, recreation, and other multiple uses and
125,000 acre-feet wo uldbe set aside for irrigation.
Reservation of 125,000 acre-feet of space in Upper Sun Butte
Reservoir for irrigation would permit allocation of 70,000 acre-feet
of Gibson Reservoir storage to flood control for South Fork of Sun
River, leaving 35 000 acre-feet for conservation purposes.
In order to mae effective use of the flood controlspace inGibson
Reservoir, as I pointed out, it would also be necessary to modify the
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outlet works to raise their capacity from the present 2,500 cubi& feet

per second to 7,500 cubic feet per second so that water could b6
released from the reservoir more rapidly before the water level reached
the spillway gates.
Bureau of Reclamation studies have shown that this combination
of dams and reservoirs with the operation proposed, would have
reduced the maximum discharge from Gibson Dam down to a total
of 7,500 cubic feet per second in this last storm. This contrasts
with the actual peak flow of more than 50,000 cubic feet per second
which occurred on June 9 and which resulted in most of the downstream damage in Sun River Valley and the city of Great Falls.
The Middle Fork of the Flathead River contributed heavily to the
damaging flows above Flathead Lake. The most attractive reservoir
site on the Middle Fork of the Flathead River is the Spruce Park site,
which has been studied intensively by our Bureau.
Mr. OLSEN. Before you go into that I wanted to ask one question
about damage in it along the Flathead River. If there hadbeen no
Hungry Horse Dam and the maximum flow of 250,000 cubic feet
would have been relaxed, would you say that the flood would have gone
into the business district of Kahspell?
Mr. DOMINY. I am not sure but, as I say, the Corps of Engineers
estimated that the additional damages would have been in the magnitude of $10 million more without Hungry Horse and that flood would
have peaked at about 250,000 cubic feet per second.
I think it is entirely likely that such flows would have put water into
Kalispell.
Mr. OLSEN. We experienced water in the north side of Kalispell in
that area and my observation personally was that the flood would'have
gotten into the downtown area which is the upper level of the city
that had this great experience.,
Thank you.

Mr.

GRAY.

You may proceed.

Mr. DOMINY. The primary functions of a dam and reservoir at
that site would be flood control and power. A feature of the plan is
-the proposal to build a tunnel from Spruce Park Reservoir to the
shores of Hungry Horse Reservoir where a powerplant would be
constructed.
The flows- imported from the Middle Fork would then be utilized
through Hungry Horse powerplant to augment the production of
the plant. The upper reaches of the reservoir would encroach upon
a primitive area which is now the habitat of large game, including
grizzly bears, and there would be significant losses to migratory
fish.
We have given serious consideration to action programs to achieve
a stage of development that would yield the results described above.
In short, we plan to resume studies on the upper Sun Butte or alternative storage site in this fiscal year.
The objectives of these studies would be to reassess engineering
data available on this site and to develop a report suitable for consideration by the Congress for authorization at the earliest practicable date.
Simultaneously, we expect to complete our studies of the role
which the existing Gibson Dam and Reservoir might serve in an integrated flood control operation on Sun River. Funds required
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for studies of this character can be reprogranied in fiscal year 1965
without further legislative authority, as the work to be accomplished
is essentially a reassessment of studies previously completed or
programed at this time.
We expect that these studies would be carried out in such a manner
as to coordinate fully with the National Park Service and other
agencies to the extent that involvements with recreation and wilderness values might be involved.
We are not unmindful of this potential involvement and expect
to so formulate the project plan that all interests would be safeguarded to the maximum extent consistent with elimination of the
flood threat that is now known to be present.
The potential of the Spruce Park D am site on the Middle Fork of
the Flathead River has been studied in some detail by the Bureau
of Reclamation. The Spruce Park Dam was found to be economically
justified on the basis of flood control and power. It would be particularly effective in providing flood protection in the local area
above Plathead Lake.
However, the bulk of the benefits and over 85 percent of the costa
would be allocated to hydroelectric power generation. The storage
regulation provided )y Spruce Park Reservoir would result in increased dependable power and energy production at the numerous
federally owned hydroelectric powerplants on the Columbia River
and Clark Fork. The output of the plant would be beneficially
absorbed into the Federal Columbia River power system and be
marketed by the Bonneville Power Administration.
We have not thus far recommended construction of this dam due
to its possible interference with the previously mentioned primitive
area. Recent events, including the June floods, Canadian ratification
of the Columbia River Treaty, and more recent policies and procedures
for formulation and evaluation of water resource projects, dictated
that we review this earlier decision.
We have been instructed by the Secretary of the Interior to undertake a reevaluation of the potential for water resource development
in the Flathead River Basin in coop oration with other Interior
agencies. The Spruce Park Dam andReservoir will be the first
feature to be considered. We will reinitiate studies of this site with
funds expected to be available to us in fiscal yar 1965.
In approaching this program and in presenting this discussion to
the committee today, we are following a line of operation that, w'e feel
results logically from our continuing negotiations with other Federal
interests on questions involving jurisdiction and division of responsi-bility.
In this case we are proposing to be guided explicitly by the terms.
of our interdepartmental agreements with the Department of the
Army dated March 14, 1962, and April 11, 1949, dealing with the
Missouri and Columbia Rivers, respectively.
In the first of these, the Secretaries of the Army and Interior subscribed to a division of responsibility for the Missouri River Basin in
which the Bureau of Reclamation would undertake the development
of plans and construction of all multiple-purpose projects on tributaries above Gavins Point Reservoir in South Dakota and Nebraska.
We believe that this provision should be implemented carefully in
this case.

10
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All major multiple-purpose reservoir storage facilities in the upper
Missouri River Basin (that is, above Fort Peck Reservoir) were built
and are being operated by the Bureau of Reclamation. There is
evident opportunity to achieve multiple purposes in the Sun and
Teton River Basins simultaneously with effecting a high degree of
flood control.
In our view it would be a gross misuse of natural resource development opportunities to attempt to solve the needs of this area with anything less than a multiple-purpose approach.
.
The agreement relating to the Columbia River divided responsibility between the Bureau of Reclamation end the Corps of Engineers
for the investigation of future projects. Because of the predominant
interest of the Bureau of Reclaiation in the area, the Clark Fork
Basin was assigned to the Bureau of Reclamation.
The Bureau of Reclamation is ready to proceed immediately with
its programs to achieve these badly needed effects.
Before I finish with the Flathead River system--there is a site on
the north fork, a very fine site from a reservoir location point of view
but unfortunately it is partly in the Glacier National ParX. We have
no proposal to study or evaluate this articular damsite.
That concludes my presentation, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OLSEN. What is the name of that damsite?
Mr. DomnNY. Glacier View is the name of it. It was looked at very
briefly on a reconnaissance basis a number of years ago. It was on
the west side of the Glacier National Park and woul d flood out a
considerable area that is highly valuable for moose and elk grazing.
Mr. OLSEN. That is not the same damsite its Smoky Ran e then?
Mr. DoMINY. I don't think so. I think there are two damsites
that would infringe upon Glacier National Park. Neither would be
entirely in the park. Either Glacier View or the other you just mentioned, Smoky Range, would infringe along one boundary, I believe.
Mr. OLsEN. But Spruce Park storage in itselfMr. DOMINY. That is outside the boundaries of the national park
but it does got into a primitive area in the Forest Service domain.
Mr. OLSEN. I think it is wholly outside of any designated primitive
area.
Mr. DOMINY. The reservoir I think would infringe to a small degree.
Mr. OLSEN. The storage at Spruce Park, how much is it?
MIr. DO'.INY. Mr. Casey, do you have that figure? Spruce Park
storage?
Yes, storage capacity at normal water elevation of 4,420 feet above
sea level wotld be 410,000 acre-feet. Then there would be a surcharge
flood control capacity of another 41,730 acre-feet. It would have a
controlled active storage capacity of 400,000 acre-feet. It would
create a lake twelve and a half miles long and about a mile and a half
wide at the widest point. Containing an areca flooded would be 2,750
acres.
Mr. OWEN. Do you have any figure by which you can demonstrate
how much Spruce Park would have reduced the recnt flood?
Mr. Do.%nNY. Well the corps may have something more definite on
that when they testify but Spruce Park would have, we think, contained the flow of the Middle Fork. That would have reduced the
flood damage considerably.
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Mr. OLS3E.

I certainly agree.

Of course you still have the flood

out at North Fork.
Mr. DOMINY. But if the North Fork alone were the only uncontrolled element of the system the damage, of course, would have
been relatively slight compared to what it was this year.
Mr. OLSEN. I have no more questions.
Mr. GRAY. Mr. Battin.
Mr. BAMN. Mr. Chairman.
The rainfall that actually is given credit for starting the flood is
rain on the snow pattern. Where was that generally? In what
area did that fall? Was it in the area of the Sun River drainage or
was itMr. DoMImY. It was on the divide going both ways into tributaries
of the Flathead River system and the tributaries of the Teton and
Marias Rivers as well as the St. Marys.
It occurred right in that general area where the mountains peak
on the divide.
Mr. BATTIN. Now you were talking about the Canyon Ferry.
What happened there as I recall it was that was just shut off?
Mr. DoMihY. Yes; we literally closed it down so as to reduce the
amount of water in the Missouri at the mouth of the Sun River.
Mr. BATrIN. I saw a picture that I thought was amazing where the

Sun River has a confluence there with the Missouri, it was actually
damming up the Missouri River. The Missouri as you look at the
picture was 18 inches higher than the Sun River, the force of the
water coming in had built a dam.
,Mr., DoMiNY. The two worked together; the higher the Missouri,
the higher the Sun is going to peak and vice versa. Their confluence
is right there on the edge of Great Falls.
Mr. BATrIN. Just one more question.

A bill passed the House

last week designated the wilderness bill. As I read an amendment
that was put into that bill areas could not be declassified from existing
uses or existing classification. How would you then construct a dam
on the Sun River or in the western part of Montana on the Middle
Fork without some affirmative act of Congress?
Mr. DoMINY. We certainly recognize-Mr. BA TTnI. This is a mechanical problem.
* Mr. DoMiNY. None of these structures can be built without

authorization from Congress. If the facts justify some encroachment
upon wilderness areas i order to save downstream values and to
create new values; the Congress will have a choice, as to whether it
will want to preserve inviol ate the wilderness principle without any
deviation or whether occasionally it will say the benefits warrant a
minor adjustment of the wilderness value.
Mr. BA'rrIN. What I was really looking for here is an opinion from
you as to whether it will take two acts of Congress, one an authorization and appropriation for a structure, and No. 2 a separate act of
Congress to change the area, or do you think one would suffice?
Mr. DoMINy. Well, of course, you: have asked for my personal
opinion. I may be a renegade on this." In the case of the Sun Butte
for example the dam would not be in the John Marshall wilderness
area; the reservoir would be.
Mr. OLSEN. That is Bob Marshall.
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Mr. DOMINY., Excuse me. Tie Bob Marshall wilderness area.: We
would flood only 2,500 acres of a wilderness area thitt contains something over 900,000, I think, However, it does contain some of the
fine elk grazing grounds. There may have to be some substitution
provided. Maybe some other public lands would need to; be retired
from grazing and made available to the elk, if you want to preserve
con pletely both elements.
These things can be worked out if the dam otherwise is necessary to
preserve human lives and property.
I personally think that we would be making a terrible mistake to
set aside for all time wilderness areas on the grounds that they never
can be utilized for anything without roads, without access without
water storage and just make them inviolate for all time. Our needs
change as our population increases and the nature of our citizenry
t
changes.
I hope that the bill does not pass in such a form that it prevents
any opportunity for exploring the possible uses of these areas for a
higher use in my judgment.
-Mr.BATrIN. Thank you.
Mr. GRAY. Any further questions?
Mr. CLAUSEN. I would like to welcome the gentlemen before the
committee because the last time we were together was in the Great
Falls area with Congressman Battin and Congressman Olsen. Nice
to see you again.
Mr. DOMINY. I hope neither of us again have to look at that kind
of devastation in your area or any other area.
Mr. GRAY. Thank you very much for a very informative statement
on this vital matter.
Do you have any questions?
Mr. OWsN. I have one other question, very brief.
The rainstorm that fell upon the snowpack that caused the flood
to rise in the wilderness areas was in the critical Glacier National
Park.
Mr. DOMINY. A good bit of it was in the national forest and wilderness area boundaries.
Mr. OLSEN. As well as Glacier National Park.
Mr. DOMINY. Even little streams that would normally have only
a small volume of water peaked at such high flows they did damage.
This was really a most unusual storm.
Mr. OLSEN. I think it is significant to point out U.S. Highway
No. 2 was virtually erased for a total of 17 miles, just sluicd right
out.
Mr. DoMINY. That is correct and there was not a bridge across any
stream in that entire area as we flew over it, not a single bridge that
was left in place.
Mr. OWEN. Thank you.
Mr. GRAY. Thank you Commissioner.

Mr.

DOMINY.

Thank you.

Mr. GRAY. The Chair will now call as its next witness Richard
Hull, irrigation engineer for the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Will you please come forward sir.
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STATEMENT OF WILL 3. PITNER, CHIEF, BRANCH OF LAND
OPERATIONS, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT

OF THE INTERIOR
Mr. GRAY. Th1e Chair will state that you can read your statement or if it is rather lengthy and you want to summarize it that is
perfectly r.greeable and you can insert the full statement in the
record.
You may proceed in your own fashion.
Mr. PITNJL. Thank you. My name is Will J. Pitner. I am
going to present, the statement for the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
I am the land operations officer for the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
I do not have a prepare" statement to give at this time. However,
I do have some statistics that deal with the damages that were
involved insofar as our people on Indian lands were concerned.
I also have a current status report current as of yesterday as to what
has been done and what is contemplated with regard to rehabilitating
the people and the lands on the Blackfeet Reservation.
Mr. GRAY. Do you have copies?
Mr. PITNER. Yes, I have copies.
Mr. OLSEN. Without objection your data will be made a part
of the record immediately following your testimony.
(The statement referred to follows:)

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
BILLINGS AREA OFFICE
FLOOD DAMAoE ON THE BLACKFEET INDIAN RESERVATION, JUNE 17, 1964
Cost summary
Welfare:
Immediate assistance ----------------------------------Continued assistance.._
Administrative costs-----------------------------------Total

----------------------------------------

Buildings and utilities:
Farm improvement losses, exclus;ve of homes ----------------Housing, estimated by Branch of Plant Management, Littleton,
Colo
-------------------------------------------Houses in Browning (minor damage) -----------------------Schools, Indian boarding -------------------------------Total
Roads:
Roadbed
Bridges
Total

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

$7, 500
192, 000
19, 200
218,700
444, 000
, 132, 500.
14, 000
15, 000
1, 605, 5WO
314,380
560620
875, 000

Irrigation project facilities:
Storage dam and reservoir ---------------------------------4, 000, 000
Pumping plant Installation -----------------------------10, 000
Canals and lateral systems -----------------------------450, 000
. Total ------------------------------------------------4, 600, 000
Farmlands: Leveling, debris clearing, and seeding to prevent further
erosion
--------------------------------------------1, 370, 000
87-478-64--3
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Coot jumrnary-Conitinued

Fqulpiment and machinery: Machinery and tools for continued farming
-----------------------------------------------Livestock: Cattle, sheep, and horses --------------------------Crop loss: Alfalfa, meadows, small grain (replacement to carry livestock through winter) -----------------------------------Recreational developments: Losses of picnic and camping grounds
with sanitary facilities -----------------------------------Grand total

--------------------------------------

$585,000
105, 000
369, 200
60, 000
9 788, 400

FLOOD DAMAGE ON THE FLATHEAD INDIAN RESERVATION, MONT., JUNE

17, 1964

IRRIGATION SYSTEM

Canals and laterals were filled with silt or washed out. Small diversion structures, as Well as canal and lateral control structures, were damaged or destroyed.
Repairs necessary to permit water control and delivery are estimated as follows:
$2,500
Camas division
------------------------------------------3,000
------------------------Jooko division -------------------3,700
Pablo subdivision._.Post subdivision-------------------------------------------7,400
2,700
-----------------------------Mission subdivision ---------19,300
Total
--------------------------------------------A lined section'of Cama "A" 'Canal on a hillside has developed serious earth
cracks and the section is in danger of sliding into the valley. Should this happen,
it is estimated that $70,000 would be required to put the canal back in service.
POWER SYSTEM

Floodwaters washed out power poles causing line shorts and power outages.
Total flood damages ,tothe power~aystem are estimated to be $1,700.
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
STATUS REFORT-BLAcKFET REHABILITATION AS OF AUGUST

4, 1064

WELFARE

".Have purchased 138 tents-at acost of $10,822.
2. One hundred and nine families were given tents.
3. Are providing general assistance to 13 families. This has just been started.
4. Have made emergency purchases-stoves, etc., $1,190.
6. Funeral expense provided for 17 people to the extent of $3,117.
6." Have provided "hay welfare" to 52 families. This under tribal contract.
Payment is made to individuals through IIM-require that individuals put up
all their own hay possible, first.
7. Total obligations on welfare to date, $53,833.
8. Red Cross has provided $14,000 emergency assistance to 580 Indian families
to date.
LAND

REHABILITATION

1. Three aerial strip maps-of flooded areas completed.
2. Draftsmen are making maps from photos for use in rehabilitation work.
3. Maps completed for Cutbank Creek Valley and are ready to print.
4. Are conducting soil surveys to determine feasibility of reclamation of
damaged areas.
(a) Three soils scientists working in the Cutbank Creek area. Limited
surveys have been made in Two Medicine Valley.
SHave temporarily reestablished the headworks of the Star-School irrigation
works diversion. This is a nonproject system but one on which Indian people
depend.,
6., Have 'one-fOirth mile of streambank surveyed; work toward stabilization
ioW In progress."
7. Other general planning process: Plats determining land status of flood area
near completion.
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IRRIGATION"--TWO MEDICINE

1. Flood damage repair completed on the upper 4 miles of Two Medicine main
canal.
(a) Includes 500 feet of membrane lining; one-fourth mile of other type
lining; and one-half mile stabilization of canal bank.
2. Have repaired three-fourths of a mile of channel dike. This gives protection
from creek flow to the main Two Medicine Canal.
3. Have repaired Two Medicine diversion with riprap-more to be done.
4. Numerous structures for water delivery have been replaced.
5. Three 10-second-foot capacity pumps have been installed in Spring Lake to
supplement main canal (Two Medicine) flow. Pumps being tested this date.
To be in operation very soon. Creek flow now down to where supplemental
water is needed.
6. Badger-Fisher unit.
(a) Re pair 30-40 percent complete on the upper 2-mile reach of FourHorns Lake feeder canal.
b Repair to Four-Horns spilling basin complete.
c Repair to Black-Tail' Creek diversion nearing completion.
d) Work in progress to repair 200-foot section of siphon over White-Tail,
Creek-all materials available at site.
7. Bureau of Reclamation crew making Investigations for site for 40,000
acre-feet storage to replace Two Medicine. Necessary rights-of-way and easement work progressing satisfactorily.
HOUSING

1. All materials for 129 houses ordered and 75 percent of materials at building
site.
2. Plumbing and electrical contracts ready for processing. This will be done
when necessary.
3. Sixteen prefab construction docks completed with two houses now In process
Of assembly.
4. Major construction difficulty is securing windows and doors.
5. Work orews are now constructing:
(a SOne
Threesmall
shelter
toolbuildings.
shedI.
One metal shop building.
One metal warehouse building.
6. Crew has completed 109 interviews with prospective flood damage home
recipients.
ri
q Have tentatively located 39 homesites.
* ''b)- Of the 39, 17 have been determined to have definite tenure.
7. Twelve families, not included in original inventory, reported to have suffered
flood damage to housing. Kind of damage suffered and present needs of this
group not yet determined. Will be done soon as possible.
8. Seven peons, consisting of three appraisers; one social worker; one soil
scientist; one forestry technician; and one range conservationist are interviewing
families to determine their condition and needs. These persons generally work
in 2- or 3-man teams.
9. No work Is being done on -barns, fences, outbuildings, and recreation areas.
This will come later.
ROADS

1. Milk River: 500 feet of channel change completed.
2. Deep Creek road: Three sections of 48-inch by 14-foot culvert and fill in
place.
3. Birch Creek road: Three sections of 30-inch by 20-foot culvert and one
section of 24-inch by 20-foot culvert in place.
4. Black-Tail Creek bridge: Fill completed at both ends of the bridge.
5. South Fork, Two Medicine bridge: Three sections of 36 inches by 20 feet
and one section of 36-inch by 22-foot culvert in place and filled.
6. Two Medibine Creek bridge: One 20-foot temporary bridge completed.
7.- Cut Bank Creek bridge: Two 24-inch by 20-foot culverts in place for detour.
8. North Fork White-Tail Creek bridge: Material for construction at site. No
construction yet.
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0. Big Badger Creek bridge: Footings for temporary bridge started.
10. South Fork White-Tail bridge: 14-foot bridge in place.
11. Little Badger-Ileart Butte. Shortcut bridge: Fill on both approaches in
place.
12. Larson Creek-Mad Plume bridge: Fill Is complete.
13. Bypass trail between Big Badger-Larson Creek: Road bladed and two
cattle guards in place.
BLACKFEET FLOOD REHABILITATION PROGRAM

Plan to have a 15-man staff organized to handle the rehabilitation work over an
estimated 2- to 3-year period. Five people are presently assigned to this program
as acting director, assistant director, administrative officer, housing coordinator,
and land reclamation coordinator.
It is anticipated that a 15-man staff will be needed. These will be recruited as
soon as possible after money and position ceilings are made available.
Work has started to renovate an agency house for Office space. Steps are being
taken to locate trailers for housing for these personnel.
An organized safety program for the entire flood rehabilitation effort was started
on July 27.
Mr.PITNER. I would like to review briefly the damages as they

were estimated which resulted to our Indian people and their lands on
the Blackfeet Reservation. Our total welfare needs as a result of
this catastrophe were estimated to amount to over $218,000. Buildings and utilities, including damages to farm improvements, housing
and damage to Indian boarding schools amounted to $1,605,500.
We suffered an estimated $875,000 damages to our Indian Bureau
road system.
Mr. GRAY. To your road system just in the jurisdiction of the
Indian reservation?
Mr. PITNER. Yes; that was broken down into damages of about
$314,000 on roadbeds and damages of $560,620 to bridges. We lost
practically every bridge we had in that part of the reservation.
Then we estimated that it would cost in the neighborhood of
$4,600,000 to replace and repair the damage that occurred to our
irrigation systems that were damaged because of the floods. I had a
chance to visit this area just a week after the flooding occurred and it
was the most devastating sight I have ever witnessed.
Then also our estimates were that there were $1,370,000 damage to
farmlands. That is what we estimate it is going to cost to put them
back in usable condition. There were about $585,000 worth of farm
machinery and tools, trucks, tractors and equipment of that sort lost,
about $105,000 worth of livestock was lost and crop losses, alfalfa,
small grain and the like amounted to about $369,200.
In addition we lost about $60,000 worth of recreational facilities
which is important to that part of the country. That was on Blackfeet Reservation.
Now on the Flathead Reservation we estimated that our damages
amounted to about $20,000 with an additional $70,000 damage
possibly resulting from slippage of the canals that the flooding had
weakened and left in the condition that we expect they will need to
be extensively repaired.
The total estimated damage at Blackfeet amounted to $9,788,400
and the total estimated damages on Flathead was just a little bit over
$90,000.
Our efforts, of course, on Blackfeet are being concentrated on
assisting people with their emergency needs. We are in the process
of helping in excess of 129 families get housing lined up. Emergency
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supplies and equipment have been purchased and funeral expense
money has been provided for the families who lost members of their
families so that at least a decent burial could be provided.
We are providing hay welfare funds to assist those folks who have
livestock and who lost all of their hay so they can buy hay to keep
their herds going. Our total obligations amount to over $53,000.
In addition the Red Cross has provided $14,000 of emergency funds
for 580 Indian families.
We are in the process of having aerial flights made over the damaged
areas and the aerial photos now are being transformed into maps
which will be used in the rehabilitation of the lands that were flooded.
I think as I mentioned earlier in excess cif 20,000 acres of Indian farmlands were damaged by this flooding.
We are conducting necessary soil surveys now so that we can
determine which lands are to be rehabilitated and we plan to proceed
with the planning as rapidly as possible.
Most of the emergency repair work has been completed in connection
with our irrigation systems and as Commissioner Dominy pointed out
the Bureau of Reclamation is making surveys now to determine where
the new reservoir site should be to replace the dam that was destroyed
by the flood.
Most of the materials are now on hand for the emergency homes
that are needed by the Indian people and we are in the process of
establishing a prefab construction plant which will be used to make
these homes that will be then made available to the Indian people.
We are in the process of interviewing the families that sustained
damage because of the flood and their conditions and needs are being
determined and steps are being taken to provide what is necessary
for them.
Extensive repair work has been done in connection with the damage
done to all of the roads. This at first of course is the work that was
done to provide means through which travel could be accomplished
throughout this damaged area. Many of the culverts that were
washed out have been put into place, temporary bridges have been
put into place, and at the present time the road situation is such that
emergency travel can be accomplished.
We anticipate that to do the necessary investigating and planning
and then to carry out the rehabilitation program will probably take
about 2 or 3 years to actually get this accomplished.
That is all I have unless you have some questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OLSEN. Thank you.

Mr.

GRAY.

Mr. Olsen.

Mr. OLSEN. Thank you. I thank Mr. Pitner for coming here and
giving us this information for our hearings. I have not any questions.
Mr GRAY. Mr. Baldwin.
Mr. BALDWIN. I have one question. If an Indian family has its
home and all its belongings just washed down the stream by a flood
like this, how much goods does the Bureau of Indian Affairs have in
the way of helping it to rehabilitate itself such as helping it to rebuild?
Mr. PITNER. Normally unless it is a catastrophe of the scope that
normal welfare agencies suci as Red Cross and others cannot cope
with, the Indian Bureau of course could use its own welfare moneys
to provide assistance within the limits of those funds but normally
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we help our Indian people gef their assistance from Red Cross and
'other similar agencies, if the assistance is available there.
In this particular case we have been appropriated these emergency
moneys and as it is my understanding that these moneys can bi used
to any eXtent necessary to rehabilitate' these families which would
include the providing of a home and anything else that they might
need.

Mr.

BALDWIN.

Thank vou.

s
t
Mr. GRAY.
Batting'
Mr.BX~I
'Mr.
Ye.
I have a
a1q uestion I think peculiar -to thit '~r
Mr. BAT-r'i..
Yes. Ihav
titular flood, and it involves the Blackfoot. Reservation, whicV is
ii Glacier County, Mont.
Mr. Chairman it has been the practice in the past for the BIA tO
construct roads and bridges on Indian reservations and then turn
them over to the county for maintenance purposes. ThroUgh the
years a great deal of this has been done in' Glacier County, Motit.
'I was interested in the figure that you use, Mr. Pitner, that on bridges
and roads the damage done was $560,620. I checked With the
county commissioners in this county and the money that they had
available to rebuild the approaches to the bridges and the bridges
and the roads that were washed out was something like $50,000.
The question then is for the Indian reservations involved. Though
the BIA has given title and the county has assumed. some responsibility, is it the position of the BIA that the BIA go in at this time1 and
rebuild those bridges and roads and turn them over to the.e6untyIof
are'they going to leave it up to the county to try to'raise thd money
to make the repairs?
Mr. PITNr.R I can't specifically answer your question-other-than it
is my understanding that this $875,000 that is needed to rehabilitate
the'roads is going to be provided by the Bureati of Public Roads out
of its emergency funds. So that money was not requested as emergency funds for the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Perhaps Mr. Larson can answer that.
Mr. LARSON. That is right. The Bureau of Public Roads is to
assist.
Mr. GRAY. I don't believe the gentleman's questi6n has been
answered as to whether they are going to actually repair the roads
and then turn them over to local authorities for the maintenance.
In other words, will the same practice be followed in the future'as
has been followed in the past as to constructing 'these roads and
turning them over to the county, or will the funds be given to the
county for it?
Mr. PITNER. I am sorry, I cannot answer that question.
Mr. BA TN. Of course the whole purpose of having a network of
roads and bridges is to benefit the public generally and, certainly for
the benefit of the reservation. The worry that I have is in the event
that this money is not made available either through BIA or the
Bureau of Public Roads, you are not going to have any roads or
bridges in the reservation area.
Mr. PITNER. Well, as I mentioned, the Bureau of Public Roads
Mr.: BArrN. Are they going to testify?
Mr. GRAY. The Bureau of Public Roads is not on the list of
witnesses and I think it would be good to have the Bureau of Public
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Roads representative state the situation here and put in the record
the answer to the question.
Mr. LARSON. I am the Director of the Budget of the Interior but
I would be pleased to follow up and see if I can.
Mr. GRAY. What is your name, please?
Mr. LARSON. Larson, Director of the Budget, Department of the
Interior.
Mr. GRAY. Could you shed any light on this, Mr. Larson?
Mr. LARSON. I will check with them and see if we can get a statement to clarify this question.
Mr. GRAY. Very well. Thank you and we will make this information a part of the record at this point without objection,
(Tire information follows:)
STATEMENT FOR THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES PUBLIC WORKS SUBCOMMITTEE
ON MONTANA FLOOD DAMAGE, AUGUST 0, 1964

1. Estimate of reconstruction costs on Blackfeet Reservation roads, Mon.
tans, June 8, 1964, flood damage:
Heart Butte shortcut road (Ioute 1):
Two Medicine Creek Bridge: 300 lineal feet; 2 miles grade and surface
reconstruction.
Big Badger Creek Bridge: 185 lineal feet; 0.2 mile grade and surface
reconstruction.
Birch Creek Bridge: 114 lineal feet; 0.2 mile grade and surface reconstruction.
East Glacier Road (Route 2): South Fork Two Medicine Creek Bridge: 130
lineal feet; 0.4 mile grade and surface reconstruction.
Milk River Road .(Route 13): Cut Bank Creek Bridge: 114 lineal feet; 2.3
miles grade and surface reconstrition.
St. Mars Road (Route 130): Swift Current Creek. Bridge: 114 lineal feet;
0.4 mile grade and surface reconstruction.
Old Agenoy-Hleart Butte Road (Route 4): 0.1 mile grade, reconstruction

(riprap).

Recap: 957 lineal feet bridge; 5.6 miles grade and surface reconstruction.'
Total estimated cost of reconstruction $875,000.
2. Question. Will funds be transferred to Bureau of Indian Affairs for repair?
Yes, it is expected that the Bureau of Public Roads will transfer needed
fundi upon approval of the estimate. This transfer has not been completed
to date.
3. Question. What is the Bureau of. Indian Affairs policy on transfer, of roads?
It is the policy of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to transfer Indian reservation roads to the local governmcntwherever and whenever feasible. This
transfer is based upon a written agreemnent between the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and the board of county commissioners; it provides that the Bureau
of Indian Affairs construct the road to certain standards that are considered
adequate and that the county take jurisdiction and maintain at its own expense as a county road.
When transfer is made the Bureau of Indian Affairs takes action to remove
the road from the Bureau of Indian Affairs road system in the same manner
as it was designated. The Bureau of Indian Affairs road system contains
only "Indian reservation roads" as defined in title 23, "Highways," section
101, 72 Stat. 886, which is as follows:
"The term 'Indian reservation roads and bridges' means roads and brldges
that are located within an Indian reservation or that provide access to an
Indian reservation or Indian land and that are jointly designated by the
Secretary of the Interior and the Sccretary as a part of the Indian Bureau
road system."
All the provisions of title 23 and of the Federal-aid highways acts apply to
"Indian reservation roads" as defined in title 23.
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AuoUST 18, 1964.
BLACKFEET INDIAN RESERVATION,

MONT.

Form 1151 was accomplished on August 13 transferring $800,385 from Bureau
of Public Roads to 14 - 20'x 8102 of Bureau of Indian Affairs for repair of road
and bridge damages caused by flooding on the Blackfeet Indian RI esrvatlon.
The total amount will be immediately allotted to the Billings area office.
Mr. OLSEN. I would like to put it this way. I would like an

answer as to whether or not the Bureau of Public Roads together with

the Bureau of Indian Affairs will replace all highways and roads and
bridges within the exterior boundaries of the reservation, the Blackfeet Reservation.
Mr. BATTIN. Withiin the reservation?
Mr. OLSEN. Within the reservation.
Mr. GRAY. I might say, having a national forest in my district,
this type of arravigement is commonplace where a government agency
builds a road and then the county has jurisdiction of maintaining it
because this is'used not only for commerce and traffic within the reser-

vation, but in many cases these are through roads and are used by
the general public.
I know in our area we have some through roads that are within the
boundaries of the national forest. Other people got the benefit, too.
I think in this most recent authorization our committee reported
out there was an increased amount of funds for this specific purpose
in our authorization bill.
Mr. OLSEN. That is right. I was given to understand that reconstruction of roads and bridges within the boundaries of the reservation will be at 100-percent cost.
Mr. BATTzN. I say to the gentleman that the reason I raised the
question at Great Falls where Congressman Clausen and Congressman Clark and I participated, in fact all three of the county commissioners for Glacier County came up, because to put another
assessment on it to try to raise money to do this task would be impossible.
Mr. GRAY. Mr. Clausen.
Mr. CLAUSEN. In further amplification of Mr. Battin's remarks,
I attended a meeting with these commissioners so I do want to
ratify his point to the witness and to the members of the Bureau of
Public Roads that this is probably the major point of concern as far
government is concerned.
as I the
county
would
want to add to the comment of both Mr. Battin and Mr.
Olsen in this regard.
One question I would like to ask these reservations, are they
located between the dam area where tie dam broke and Great Fal.?
Mr. PITNER. Yes a portion of the reservation, the southern portion
of the reservation lies between these two points.
Mr. CLAUSEN. So the damaged area is between Great Falls and
where the dam broke?
! Mr. PITNER. Yes; between Cut Back also which is north of Great
Falls.
Mr. CLAUSEN. It is not downstream from Great Falls?
Mr. PITNER. No.

Mr. BATTIN. This is in that northern part of the second congressional district?

W -
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Mr. PITNSR. The principal damage was on the lower Two Medicine,
the Big Badger, and, the Birch Creek.
. Mr. CLAVSEN. In fact this is-the areas that we flew over Mr.

Olsen.

Mr. OLsEN. That is correct.
Mr. GRAY. Any further questions?
Noffdrther questions. You are excused. 'We thank you very
mueh'for appearing before the committee And giving us this valuable
information.
Mr. PIT'NEn. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I -appreciated the
opportunity.
(Following Was furnished for insertion.)
DEPARTMENT 'OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE -OF THE SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C., July 20, 1064.

Hon. CHARLES A. BUCKLEr

Chairman Committee on Public Works,
Iouue of kepresentatio8, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIUMAN: We are enclosing information which you requested on
June 24, regarding the extent of damage to- Interior Department- facilities, as
well as that suffered by members of the Blackfeet Indian Tribe, as a result of
the disastrous flood which occurred in Montana in June of this year.
You also requested suggestions for possible" measures that could be taken
to prevent future flood damage from storms of similar intensity. Gefierally,
this would involve the installation and operation of major water control structures In the primary drainages of the area. Much data must be collected and
analyzed before positive recommendations can be made., The Bureau of Reclamation information Included herein cites two examples of the kinds of installations
that could be considered. They should not, however, be construed as recommendations at this time since considerable additional study of feasibility and'
conservation impacts would be necessary before a decision can be inade 'and
authorizing legislation proposed. Since such legislation has not been developed,
these examples have not had the review and clearance applicable to such pro.
posals.
We shall be pleased to supply you with such additional information as you
may desire.
Sincerely yours,
D. OTIS BEASLRYg
Administrative Assistant Secretary.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
MONTANA FLOOD DAMAGE

1. Flood damage
Loss of life and human suffering (Blackfeet Indian 7ribe).-As of Jhtne 17, 1964,
there were 31 casualties (12 known dead and 19 missing). Approximately 500
Indian families were affected by the flood (many of them lost their homes and
their means of earning a livelihood). It Is estimated that $199,300 will be needed
for burial expenses and welfare assistance payments to needy families until they
are able to return to their normal way of life.
Farmsteads.-Farm Improvements, exclusive of houses, but including outbuildings corrals fencing, etc., were completely lost on 44 farm units and partially lost on 32 ?arm units. It Is estimated that it will cost $444,000 to replace
these facilities.
Houting.-There were 129 Indian homes completely demolished and 8 others
Were damaged to an extent that will require major repairs. It is estimated that
it will'cost $1,220,000 to replace and repair these homes.
&hools.--It is estimated that it will cost $15 000 to repair minor damages to
Indian schools, school grounds, and related facilities.
Roads.-The floodwaters washed out six' bridges and various size portions of
the reservation road system. It Is estimated that it will cost $875,000 to replace
and repair these facilities.
37-47&--64---4
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Farmiand&.-About 75,300 acres of farmland were inundated on the Blackfeet
RcterVation, of which approximatel.y29,000 acres areIn4Ind
trust lands. . It is
estimated that approximately 20,800 acres of the trust lands require rchab iitation including clearing leveling, debp rerm val and reseedIng to preventtlther
land erosion. Stream bank rea nemnt will a60 bi' eiled in mAny':ases:', it is
estimated thAt this work will cost $1,370,900.
Crop loss.--,Crop production losses, chiefly hay for livestock wintering needs,
sustained by Indianfarmers from flooding, silting, and erosion on 20,800 acres are
estimated to be $369,200.
Recreational developmentU.-Essentially, all recreational facilities located along
the flooded streams were completely inundated and lost. It Is estimated that it
will icost.60,090
toreplacea"thee
facilities..
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iac "neryos'sesare estimated at $585,00. , Some of the Iteins lost are tracers,
mowing machines, rakes, trucks and p'jkups, and handtools. It i estimated that
1,500 sheep, with lambs and 350 vows with calves Were lost. The estimatted
replacement" value of this livetogk is $105,000.'
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The
6f Reclamation, National Park' Service, and, Btreau of Indin
Affairs are plaxining discussions concerning the'design df dams which will meet the
needs of the Blackfeet irlgation project ss
well as the National Park SerVice for
irrigittion 'and recreational purposes. The' need for and possibility of providing
flood control ,llbefhiade'a pArt of the discussionS.
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GEOLOGICAL SU'RV EY
MONVANA .OLOOD DAMAGE

1. Flood damage
The report of dAmpge to stream-aging facilities in Montana "Indicates need
for $70,000 tb replace or repair. This Is broken down as follows:
Replacement of 15 gaging stations ---------------------------$45, 000
Replacement of 5 cableways.

-

------

----------

5000

Reapair damaged structures and cableways ----------------------20, 000
2. Recommendations
This Bureau cannot take direct steps to prevent a recurrence of disasters from
floods but it can and does provide Information which helps others who are more
directly Involved in that problem.
. The Geological Survey has been collecting information and publishiog reports
on major floods for more than 50 years. More recently this activity has been
Extended to Include studies of the magnitude and frequency of floods so that the
engineers who design projects for flood control, reclamation, and other purposes
will have at hand all available information on the floods that have occurred. For
some streams the recent floods In Montana exceeded Any previously known
floods by a substantial amount. -Asa consequence, two dams failed and extensive
damage also occurred to canals, headworks, irrigation structures, bridget, and
roads.
Studies of the cause of dam failures are being made by the Bureau 6if YtRclamation. and by the Corps of Engineers. An evaluation of the capacity of the dam
spillway in relation to the. peak rate of flow is commonly ,the. most significant
aspect, of such studies. The Geological Survey, with the help of field parties
supplied by other agencies, is developing comprehensive Information on peak
rates and duration of flow In those areas where the flood was most severe and
where flood damage was highest. This information will serve two purpose.
First, It will be used' in the present evaluation studies of damage and failure.
Second, it will be necessary for analysis of the criteria heretofore used in design
of spillways and in the evaluation of flood control works.
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The principal contribution which the Geological Survey can make toward
avoiding a recurrence of such disasters is to collect adequate information on
stre mflow during flood periods and to provide comprehensive and timely reports
on floods. Trained specialistf; are available for this work but funds are not available for financing such studies when major disasters occur, Experience indicates
that an annual emergency fund of about $250,000 would be required to fully
measure, analyze, and document major floods as they occur. Approximately
$90,000 would be required to accomplish the work of this nature in connection
with the Montana flood.
3UREAUOF SPORT FisuEniEs AND WILDLIFE
MONTASA FLOOD DAMAGE

1 Flood damage
Benton Lake National Wildlife Refuge, Mont., $1SO,00.-Recent floods resulted In
severe dama
to dikes, water control structures, and spillways. Water impounded in Lake Creek Valley was suddenly released when highway crossing
fill broke and the wall of water topped and breached ope dike and caused severe
erosion to two dikes spillways, and water control structures on the refuge. Surface waters flowing Into Lake. Creek channel (eposited excessive siltwhch mu~t
be removed since uniform grades are necessary in this 6 miles of channel used
to convey water to the refuge. The above must be repaired fdr normal operation
of this valuable refuge.
A breakdown of the estimated repair and replacement costs follows:
10,850 cubic yards fill and riprap replacement and repair of 30stiuctures - $75, 000
Resurface 7 miles of dike ----------:
-----------25, 000
Rehabilitation of 6 miles of Lake Creek channel ----- -------------10, 000
Repair 3 spillways --------------------------------------10, 000
Total -------------- -----------------------------120, 000
Chores M. RusseU National Wildlife Range, Mont., $316,O00.-The recent
record flood, now known as the "100-year flood ' of the Missouri River Basin
has resulted in extensive damage to facilities and 'crop and hay lands at the
Charles M. Russell Ranige. Water from the upper drainage basin in Glacier
Park inundated the bottom lands on the refuge. The damage must be repaired
and facilities replaced to prevent further damage and losses from future high
waters, It is important that this cropland be restored at the earliest possible
date for migrating waterfowl this fall. Rehabilitation of the roads and crossings
is essential to permit the resumption of routine maintenance; patrol, and management work on this 575,000-acre game range. Restoration or replacement of
the fencing is necessary to prevent excessive damage to rangelands as a result
of uncontrolled livestock grazing.
A breakdown of the estimated repair and replacement costs follows.
15 miles of road repair and resurfacing ------------------------$70, 000
27 miles of fence repair/replacement
--------------------------26,.000
Repair or replacement of 6 buildings-barns and sheds-------------10, 000
30 miles irrigation ditches, repairs and/or realinement --------------10, 000
Rehabilitate 6,500 acres of fields-removal of debris and renovation of
crop and grasslands
------------------------------------200, 000
Total
--------------------------------------------3160,00
National Bison Range, Mont., $13,000.-The recent flooding conditions in
western Montana also resulted in damages at the National Bison Range. Fencing
which keeps big game animals from the recreation area was damaged. Major
repair of one water control structure Is necessary as another flood could wipethe
strteture Qut completely. Bank repair and replacement of fill material and
riprap is required to.check erosion to prevent further deterioration of adjacent
grasslands as wel as public recreation'areas.
A breakdown of the estimated repair :and replacement costs follows:
1 mile fence repair/replacement. ------------.-.
$1, 500
1 mile road repair and resurfacing------.
"
, ..
3,000
1 water control structure replacement. .
.-----2, 50
I mile of creek bank repair and replacement of fill material and riprap..
6, 000
Total

---------------------------------------------

13,000
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9. Recommendowion
Any recommendations for corrective action have to be weighed as to feasibility
since it is Impractical to construct a dike road or a water control structure hlgh
enough to withstand all floods; nor Is It practical to construct a million-dollar
dike to protect a $100,000 crop. However, some consideration'may be given to
construction of upstream facilities that could control the release of floodwaters
and thus leveling the flood crest.
.
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
FLOOD DAAUkOZ, GLACIRR NATIONAL PARK, MONTH.

Disastrous floods within and in the vicinity of Glacier National Park during
the period June 8-11 brought about by unprecedented heavy warm rains on heavy
snow pack, coupled with warm temperatures, resulted in extensive loss in park
facilities. Reconstruction or replacement of damaged or destroyed facilities is
estimated to require about $5,431)500.
Emergency measures taken for pubic safetV and prtoectio' of government property
Immediately upon notification Of the disaster, the park Superintendent was
advised to proceed with. all steps necessary to protect human life and Federal
property. Technical and other assistance was provided the park by assignment
of personnel from the Western Office of Design and Construction, from various
regional offices, and from the Washington office, of the Service.
Steps taken to restore 4csntia1, public serrie
The superintendent was authorized to take steps to restore essential public
services immediately following measures taken to safeguard human life and public
property. Service personnel, together with Bureau of Public Roads represent,
ties, proceeded with the Inventorying of damage and estimating reconstruction
or-replacement costs, which are summarized in the following.
Although a rather comprehensive report of damage has been prepared, some
park areas were not ccessib]e for on-the-groun exarhination, th estimates are
not final and are subfect*t4 adaustinent toward or downward.
The' estimates w
prbareduby c6petent professional personnel, bnaed upon
thielr obsezrvati6o of con itlops'9y limited horse' and f6t, patrol, automobile,
helicopter, 4nd fixed-w*Ig aircraft. , The summ ry of estimated costs i0 broken
down into tw ihaln*categokies (1) th'show those coets Yequired to protect human
life and public and Oublto property and to restore essential public ser ices, and
(2) to show those necessary to rest6rq fAcilities to their • former state to permit
normal park use.
Safeguard -Restorailon,
ll, and
of falIteS

Construction clamifcatlon

Roads and trails .. ..............
.............
........
Buildings, utlites, and other i400llte13
.
Tot ...................................................

Orr-ierty and

..

2

7000
i
1,O1,100

for normal'
Wkr use

I

M OO

4,413,40o

Grand total

S".2•7,
k0 4
1,14,1
5,431,00

Financisng coele
Costs of this
ignitude cannot be absorbed without seriously lmiaifng work
pt'gran In other parks. This is particularly true at this'time *hen emergency
situations prevailing In other parks will alsd, require finaning. Total emergency
costs not fiined during thb iiiat year and fol Which funding must be ranged
nOW total il excess of $10 milll0ti lnglu';in $5,431;500 for 'lacier. 'Theforegoin
tabulation ihoW*flat S',297400 of thb MoI is f6 oads andtalls ieeonstruetlon.
Of this amount, it Is estimated that $3U511760 l~ay 'be ideoitru6ted With' emergenoy funds aVailable to the BiieaH6fPidblIo Rods. The Srvi6b hAs made
applUcation to the Bureau of Publio Roads for an allocationTiof funds from the
emergency reconstruction fund believed to be available pursuant to the provisions
of. sections 120 and 125(o) of title 23 of the United States Code.,
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If the emergency funds of the Bureau of Public Roads are used, only $725,700
would be required for reconstructing the remaining rm~n or roads trails, and
bridges. This amount, toget er with the requirement or $1,134,10or budings,
utilitlee, and other facilities otals $1859'800
o
Availability of park facilities for pubic use
More than 810,000 visitors Were eorded in the park during the 1963 travel
year.. Every effort is being and Will'be made'to accommodate the visitors who
are stattingto visit the park at this very time." More than 314,000 overnight
visitors were recorded last year, many of whom were campers. Although assurance cannot be given that businesss as usual" will prevail, the Village Inn Motel
at Apgar was ready for operation on Jdne 23; the Mrany Glacier Hotel has already
opened the Belton ,laidge (West Glacier), being made serviceable by the Bureau
of Pubh Roads, is scheduled for opening about June 28; emergency measures
are being taken to put the Lake McDonald Hotel kitchen and dining room into
operation June 28;and utilities and sanitary facilities are being given igh priority
in campgrounds, although some campgrounds particularly In outlying sections
Of the park have been completely destroyed. It may be sometime before certain
portion of the park can be made available for public use because of loss of road
and trail bridges of all types, complete washouts of sections of roads and trails,
etc.
A breakdown of the total estimate, by facility affected, is attached.
Glacidr Nalional Park-Prelimniftaryflood damage etimates
Roads and trails

Bu.l n
Fa41ty affected

utUtls,

Burea of National
Public
Park
Roads
Service
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The severe an'd widespread damage of the Moutana storm has presented
problems dealing with flood Control. These require the collQotlon and detaIled
analysis of a great amount of data before proposals can be fnade to prevent a
recurrence of such a disaster. The Bureau of Reclamation in conjunction with
Geological Survey will collect and evaluate this information for use as a basis for
future planning. While we are not yet in a position to make definite recommendations, the followin are examples of proposals designed to avert a similar disaster
that could be considered:.
. (1) The Sun Teton division, Missouri River Basin project, was included as an
element of the general, comprehensive plan for the Missouri River Basin project
authorized by the Food Control Acts of 1944 and 1946. Storage would have been
provided at the Wilson site on Sun River. Postauthorization investigations to
refine and update the plan of development served to focus public attention on
the fact that
Wilson Dam and Reservoir would be situated in part in the Bob
Marshall. 7 1ilderness Area and the Sun River Game Reserve. 7Because of this
potential Intrusion into wilderness areas, the proposal was opposed by recreation
and fish and wildlife Interests and was terminated. Subsequently, a reconnaissance report was completed to serve as a catalog of existing information on physical
plans and opportunities.
The engineering plan set forth in the reconnaissance report envisioned a
reservoir at the Upper Sun Butte site of 260 000 acre-feet at an estimated cost,
when indexed to present price levels, of about $10,500 000. It would have
provided 224,000 acre-feet of usable space for flood control. Irrigation of about
50,000 acres of land in the Teton slopes area of the Teton River Basin was also
envisioned. It is believed that Upper Sun Butte Reservoir In a coordinated
operation with the existing downstream Gibson Reservoir, Sun River project,
would have restricted flooding along lower Sun River to a significant degree.
(2) A feasibility-grade Investigation and report now nearing completion could
be evaluated as a basis for a new approach to include flood control features in
existing irrigation structures. In the case of the Gibson Dam outlet works, proposed measures consist of replacement of existing valves in the outlet works of
the dam with high-pressure gates that would permit discharges from the reservoir
at the rate of 7,500 cubic feet per second. With this degree of operating flexibility,
it would be possible to evacuate 40,000 acre-feet of hitherto single-purpose irrigation storage space for flood control. Such a proposal would have to have the
concurrence of the water users and their operating agreements would have to
be amended to provide for the flood control release.
The estimated cost of such construction would be nominal when compared
with the most of separate flood control structures.

Mr. GRAY. The Chair. will now call Howard Baker, Assistant
Director for the National. Park service .
Mr. Baker, it is always a delight. to see you. .You may submit
your statement if you have one, or you may read it. Just proceed
in your own fashion.
STATEMENT OF HOWARD W. BAKER, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Mr. BAXE R. Thank you very much. I have a very short statement which I Would like to read. It is really a pleasure to appear

here and tell you how this flood, which is one of the greatest floods

that ever' happened in the northWestern part of Montana, occurred

during the period June 6-11. Unusually warm and heavy rains
on a heavy snowpack proVided the conditions necessary to create

devastating floods on both sides of the Continental Divide.

Records show that the Flathead River floods with some magnitude
about onco, every 12 years. About 11:30 p.m. Tuesday, June 9, a
floOd,
te t:of
26 feet i*s,Offciil
reachedcalculaition
at Coium indicated
ia. Falls, 4'thathtle
-record never
previcijaly
iaPp~roched.
crest
was 6.3 feet higher than the 60-year-old previous record of 19.7 feet
established in 1894.
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On June 7 and 8 a total of 4.62 inches of rain fell at park headquarters for Glacier National Park. Unofficial records show an excess of 12 inches fell in the high country during that period. During
the next few days, resultant floods caused damage or destroyed
facilities estimated to require $5,431,500 to repair or replace, within
Glacier National Park.
This amount represents more than 150 separate projects of which
about 70 are for reconstructing roads, trails, and bridges estimated
to require about $4,297,400; and about 80 involve reconstruction and
rehabilitation of buildings, utilities, and other facilities estimated to
require about $1,134,100. The Congress has already appropriated
$1,859,800 of this amount, leaving $3,571,700 yet to be provided for
roads reconstruction. The Bureau of Public Roads proposes to provide these latter funds under the provision of section 125 C of title 23
of the United States Code. That title cited authorizes the Secretary
of Commerce to use emergency funds specifically made available by
the Congress for such purposes under certain conditions.
When it became apparent that the flood would be of such magnitude
as to create hazards to life and public property, the Superintendont of
Glacier National Park alerted the park staff to take emergency
measures where necessary. As a result of prompt, action, there was
no loss of life or personal property, although some people were isolated
for a short period of, time. Immediately upon notification of the
Washington office, the Superintendent was provided with technical
and other; assistance by assignment Of personnel from our Western
Office of Design and Construction, from various regional offices, and
from the Washington Office of Design and Construction, those'people
being men who had. famifliarity with the Glacier National Park and
could be of help to the Superintendent.
Immediate steps were taken to restore those services essential to
protection of life and Federal property. Following this, emergency
measures were, and are still being-taken, to restore essential public
services.' Through excellent cooperation of all concerned most
services- have been restored, although some are limited, or of a ternporar, nature. Much remains to be done..
More than 810,000 VisitorS were recorded iti the park during the
1963 travel year. As of August 2 the cumulative total visitors for
this travel year is 344,334, as compared to 465,340 for the same period
last year, a reduction of 26 percent or about 121,000 people. However, day-to-day reports of travel show' that visitor use is'now about
90 percent of normal, and some days in July exceeded those of the
same dates last year.
Concessionaire facilities have again been made available 'through
temporary measures in some instances, and it is believed that the park
visitor can anticipate the same degree of pleasure and service as if the
flood had n'ot occurred. Some facilities have not been fully restored
in. the remote sections of the park, such as trails, including foot and
horse bridges. Also, some back country campgrounds have not been
restored fully, but adequate facilities are being provided elsewhere
for dimpers. Two-way traffic has been restored on all public roads.
,Although park facilities should not be reconstructed im a manner
f 9cope with floods-of this magnitude, in all instances where it i' practicable or feasible to do so 'at little or'no additional expense, facilities
are being restored with future high Watbr levels in' mind. Foi- ex-
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ample, some bridges are being replaced .in higher locations; water
intakes and utilities systems are being relocated some housing has
been moved to a safer location; some trails wil be removed from
streambeds and rebuilt in higher locations; minor channel improvements; use of larger culverts, and similar measures will be taken.
It is expected that park facilities will be'fully restored by the be.
ginning of next year's visitor season.
:.
-..
Thank you very much.
,
:4
,
Mr. GRAY. This concludes your'statement?
Mr. BAKER. This concludes my statement.

Mr.

GRAY.

Any questions, Mr. Olsen?

Mr. OLSEN. Mr.Baker, you expect then in some subsequent construction years to complete restoration of all facilities?
IMr. BAKER. We hope, Congressman, that, by the beginning of next
fiscal year we will have most of our major facilities replaced which
were destroyed by the storm.
Mr. OLSEN. Do you have that large a construction season that you
will be able to do it this year?
. Mr. BAKER. I think at the present tine of course most of our
facilities are usable. Our roads are handling two-way traffic. Outside of some of our major roadwork that will have to be done by the
Bureau of Public Roads, which probably will take a good part of next
construction
season, , ,I , don't
;I. . for
I I. look
. work to have to be extended
beynd next season
IVMr. ONs. I have no further questions. I want to thank you
very much for your. contribution to this hearing.
Mr. GRAY. Mr.,Battin.
Mr. BA-nN. The figures that you :used, sir, this year, as of
August 2, I believe you said, were 344,334 people who , had been
visitors, You compared that to a year, ago of 465,000-some-odd
people. You said this was down 46 percent.,
Mr, BAKER. Twenty-six percent.
Mr. BATP N. Twenty-six percent. Was not last year and the year
before that .in Glacier rather good years because of the travel to
Seattle and the World's Fair?
Mr,.BAKER. Yes, We did have in the 1962 travel year 966,000
visitors..
,
: 4,
Mr. BA=PIN. That was the peak? I I
Mr. BAXER. That was the peak year. In 1963 we had 810,000
visitors which was:actually a, decrease of 15,000 visitors..
. Mr. BATTIN. So what wasit, you had a figure of the 1961?
Mr. BAKER. No, sir; I do not have the figure for 1961, but I can
furnish it for the record if you would like,.
, (The information follows:)
DP*P4RTMENT, OF THE INTVTIR!R, NATIONAL PARX SiRIwO
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Thank you very much, Mr. Baker, for your very precise testimony;'
The Chair would now call the next witness Mr. Yates M. Barber,
Jr.- of the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.
We appreciate your coming, Mr. Barber.
STATEMENT OF YATES M. BARBER, JR., CHIEF, BUREAU OF
RECLAMATION ACTIVITIES SECTION, DIVISION OF RIVER
BASIN STUDIES, BUREAU OF SPORT FISHERIES AND WILD.IF,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Mr. BARBER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GRAY. You represent a great agency. We have One of the
wildlife refugees in-my district. I am very familiar with your agency,
You do a great job.
You may proceed in your 'own fashion.
Mr. BAR13ER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, it is a privilege to be
here this afternoon. I have a brief prepared statement which I
would like to stibmit for the'record. I Will seek to touch jist high
spots of this, I will not read the entire statement.
Mr. GRAY. YOU may proceed.
Mr. BARBER. There was considerable daiiiage to fish an'd wildlife
in Montana in the June floods. . T4e Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Fish and
Game
theMontana
in' cooperatioh
Wildlife,
determine
the extent
has already rth
initiated
A survey toState
Commision,
of losses sustained by fish and wildlife resources anid m6asure9 needed
.
,
, ,
to correct the dam ages.
The Bureau worc with the National Park Sbrvice at Glacier
National Park in a cooperaive fishery management program. There
was extensive damae to the'fisheries and the 'streams in Glacier
during the flood ar fd there is ah early need for some restorationi of
stream channels and 'fishery habitat. Some stocking will 'also be'
needed later on as the streams recover.
The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife has a cooperative
program with the Bureau of, Indlaii Affair. andthe Indian trbes of
Montana, whereby it pro6videstechnical assistance in planning for the
development 'of aquatic'resources and the improved management of
waters for production of sports'fisheries. The iose of conservation
pools in the reservation to regulate streamflowg anid the physical
restoration of the flood-damaged streams should be of consLderable
assistance in stabilizing the economy of the Blackfeet Tribe.
Several refuges operated by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife were damaged by the flood. The most serious losses ware on
the Charles M. Russell Game Range where extensive damages occurred
to access roads, irrigation ditches, fenicing,' and to agricultural lands
through erosion and deposition of debris.' The' estimated 'cost of
restoration is $316,000. An estimated $120,000 in damages was
sustained at the Benton Lake Nati6nal 'Wildlife Refuge near Great
Falls and the NptioAal Bison. Range, near Moiese, Mont., sustained
damages of about $13000. Early repair of theseflood damages is
needed to prevent. furthi 1osse- and the Bureii will proceed with
t1is work as funds b'edonie avai&ble.,,
'Under the authority. o'the Fish and 'WildlifeCoordination' Act,
the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife will pitlclp"ate i'th the
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Federal water development agencies in. studies of potential flood
control projects in Montana. Participation by this Bureau would be
directed toward the developnmnt of appropriate measures for inclusion in project plans to conserve, develop, and improvefish and
wildlife resources and related recreational opportunities. Inclusion
of appropriate measures. -in flood control projects planned for the
area could help. materially in building up the potential for fishing,
h nti tg, and other forms of out4opr recreation,
thereby helping to
sthulate the economy of this ravage*I area. B
...
.
This Bureau plans to cooperatewifth the Bureau of' Reclamation in
a review of previous plans for the Spruce Park Dam and Reservoir
op. the Middle Fork of the Flathead River, and upper Sun Butte,
and alternative reservoirs on the 'North Fork of the6 north Pork Sun
River, as mentioned by Mr. Dominy. Previously it was opposed.
In reporting on these projects during earlier studies, the Fish and
Wildlife Service recommended against their construction because
feasible measures to mitigate serious damages to fish and wildlife
resources could not be found.
As originally planned, Spruce Park Dam would hive destroyed
important habitat of deer, elk, ,noose, blck boar and grizzly bear.
It would also have inundated 'important spawning grounds for cttthroat andDolly Varden trout and kokanee salmon from Flathead
Lake and would have blocked igratory runs to spawning areas.
As'origfinally planned upper Sun Butte resef voir'Would have created
a barrier across 'the migration routb of one of the largest herds 'of
el*,in the United States, and would have inundated important elk
calving grounds.
, The, Bureau, o Sport Fisheries and Wildlife will'be pleased to reconsider these projects' in any restudies in Which'the Bureau of Reclamation may engage. Our Bureau will continue our search for
measures 'which could be incorpoi'ated in the projects to prevent
damage to the extremely valuable fish and wildlife resources involved,
and provide improvement insofar as possible.
To the fullest extent possible wit :presently available manpower
and f .nds, the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife plans'to work
with all the agencies involved in these' flood' control studies and to
provide planning for the restoration and improvement of fish and wildlife sources a a art of project proposals.
Thank you, gentlemen.
Mr. GRAY. Mr. Olsen.
Mr. OLSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Barber. I was asked to
obtain dollar and cents estimates from the Bureau of Sports Fisheries
and Wildlife concerning restoration on the lost fish resource 'in the
lakes aud the streams that were affected by the flood. I take it'that
the figures you have in your statement are those figures; is that right?
Mr. BARBER, No, sir; they refer only to the damages to three of
our national' wildlife refuges. Wedo not as yet have eStimates
of
whathe
cost
rill
be
restore
damage to fish and wildlife
throughoiut
trio flooded area.
"
MMo.
O

.owsoon
will it b'I~fore yp~have this?
Mr. BARBER.8a
hot able' t sy, burtwe are expectin
from our

regionlater this'month Wbih 'I think will sed some'light
0 a report
on that, I ll be glad to clieck and tell the comrhmitt.e how'sooh wo
ca.a prb -dei.0heih6
lj e, .
, ".
.. .
.
' :
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Mr. OLSEN. I iwould-'ike the record to remain open, Mr.' Chairman
so all of those fact' and figures "Cab be irado a part of this record

before it is closed.

Mr. GRAY. Without objection, this will be so ordered, and.the

record will be kept open at this point for the submissioni bf data frvm
your agncy.
.. Mr. IARBER. Thank you very much, sir. Y will see that youare
advised immediately as to when we can provide the figures and then
tat
time.
we'willpr6vidothem
S, LBER. Th6An at
-64
very,
fiiiou."'
(The information follows:) '
"

Hton. CsAatzs A. Bucx

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEZIORE,

BUREAU o
y,

s AND'
tils WLDLrFE SFRVKCE,
SP~k FISHkRIES AND W1LDLVA,

lon CA.,gton D.

Chairman Public Works CommiUee,
House of kepresentaives, Washington, D.C.

Augusft 26, 1964.

''

DIMAR MR. ,CHAIRMAN: During the hearings on. August 5 before the Special
Subcommittee on Montana Flood Damages of the Public Works Committee,
Mr. Yates Barber of this Bureau was asked to-supply a breakdown of the damages
done to the fish and wildlife resources by the June 7 and 8 floods and the cost of
restoring such resources. Our lettr of August 12 advised that we would provide
information by August 25.
The areas of damage to fish habitat and fishing covered in this report are
confined to,(1) Flathead Rivet Basin In the-United States: downstream including
Flathead Lake, which is a part of the Columbia River system and referred to as
the West Slope; 2) St. Mary, Watetton,.and Belly Rivers In the United States
which flow into Canada in :the Hudson. Bay, drainage; and (3) Marias, Teton
Dearborn, and Sun Rivers east of the, Continental Divide, which are apart of
the Missouri Riv& system and referred to as the EastSlope,. There also were
extensive damages to Federal lands outside of the study areas, but these are not
included in this report. . Flood damage occurred In the largest recreational area
of its type in the United States and consists mostly of Federal and Indian lands.
It is made up of Glacier National Park (1,013,129 acres), Flathead National
Forest (2,335,565 acres),, Lewis and' Clark -National Forest (2,031,618 acres)
Blackfeet Indian Reservation' (2,500,000 acres): and- portions of the Helena and
Lolo National Forests. - The area of flood damage considered in this report is
approximately 8 million acres.'
Big-game animals small-game birds and animals and fur bearers are abundant
in the area affected by the floods. In the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
statement at the hearing on August 5, damages to three national wildlife refuses
in Montana, were reported with an estimate of $449,000 as the cost of making
repairs. Losses to Wildlife outside the refuges were generally 'confined to the
direct destruction of pheasant, grouse, and Waterfowl nests and young pheasants.
Basic wildlife habitat was not significantly damaged and no action is contemplated
concerning restoration of habitat outside the three national wildlife refuges,
Fish populations, on the other hand, were affected in various ways. Young
fish of the year probably suffered heavy mortality by being washed out of their
small natal streams and carried down to larger unsuitable waters. Other fishes
were killed by stranding, injuries from moving objects, and possibly by silt
suffocation.
The most serious damage was the change of basic fish habitat conditions. The
heavy damage to fishing streams and lakes which occurred could seriously Impair
fish production for many years. Floodflows carried boulders, trees, gravel, silt,
and detritus which ground up or suffocated the bottom organisms that provide
fishes with basic sustenance. Sand and silt covered up riffle areas and impaired
future productivity of the area. Spawning beds were covered by fine silt in some
areas and by boulders and debris in others. Trees and protective vegetation
were stripped from many miles of streambank. Streams carrying heavy silt and
gravel loads lost their momentum and dropped such material in the channel and
then fanned out over the bottom lands, changing stream courses. Pools were
filled, eliminating much of the cover necessary for fish life. Silt, gravel, and
debris were deposited in areas near the mouths of streams, forming Impassable
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bwirjrs to trut and, kokaneo
c
that tmst. ingrat , up these. skreapoa to
spawn. Floodflows also eliminated. many oxb ws and sectlois of tp nerl? prodUctive streams.
.
"
Damage to lakes isserious, though not as obviously dramaio asthat occurring
in:tho atre m. . ,Since siltaioii affedswAter clarity, it Ws detrirmental 'to ibisic
Wflshood prodvotion within a Jake.., Light penetration
r vewsary Ltoprouctipp
and siustenco of many aquatic
nshfoo organisms. SiltaUon also affect spawning
beds for lakespawning fishes.
'Floodwaters also destroyed acbess to many'of the g0odfishing areas by eliminatjog trails and -roads., Emergency measures which have been tken: by agencies
to restore these facilities have resulted fifurther locl danpage .to ,s habitat.
Plans now being developed for reconstrudtonijmranent
Of
f cilitieo could-result
in additional damage to fish resources unless proper plan ning and cdoordinAtion
take place.
In order to alleviate the damages done to fish habitat and restore fishery resources to their preflood levels of e~cellencein this area three programs are
suggested. 'Even with these programs it will be several years before a full recovery of the fish habitat chn bb expected.
4

'

FISH HABITAT RESTORATIO

t

Much of the stream damage is obvlous'-knd immediAte action should be takt-i
to restore the affected stream segments to their fornier biotic productivity and
esthetic desirability.
Other, less'apparent damages have occurred which can properly be evaluated
and corrective measures prescribed only after- more detailed study.. This last
category of damage is discussed in a later section.
The program for immediate damage restoration would'consist bf:
(1) Stabilization of streambanks by uso of vegetation planting, riprap,
anchored logs, boulders, and rock-filled wire cribs (gabion structures).
(2) Installation of flow-concentration structures designed to use the force
of water to dig out pools and remove silt.
"(3) Construction of small rock or log dams designed to provide pools above
and below the recommended structures.
(4) Diversion of side flows into the main stream channel.
(5)Manipulations of channels to reduce velocities and restore the length
of fishing waters by restoring streams into meander patterns.
(0) Elimination of logjams, debris, and gravel deposits that block spawning
migrations.
When constructed on streams tributary to lakes the above facilities will not
only restore the streams but will be of considerable aid In preventing turbidity
in the lakes during future periods of high runoff. Preliminary surveys of the
damaged lakes must be made before habitat restoration measures can bedetermined.
Construction costs related to streams are estimated at $741,500.
Costs of technical personnel to aid in planning and supervision of the fish
habitat restoration program have been estimated at $60,000 annually for 3 yeats,
or a total of $180,000.
Estimates of the costs of restoring fish habitat are costs additional to estimates
which may have already been submitted by the National Park Service, the Bureau
of India t Affairs, and the U.S. Forest Service.
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1.-Summary of estimated coss of Jsh habitat restorationprogram
Drainage

Drainage tmit

ame

(aaea)

Stream

Estimated

dame
(mle)

cost of
restoration

Hudson
Ba:
Glacieerational
Park....................................
Blscfo~t Indian Reservation .............................
Mlsorl River:
Glacier NaUonal Park ....................................
Lewis and Clark National Forest .........................
Blackfoot Indian Reservation ............................

72320
2.031.613
%125,000

66
129
264

' 000
129,000
278, 0

Olacer National Park ....................................
Flathead National Forest .................................
Helena National Forest...................................
Lobo National Forest .....................................

614,736
2,3%3
5
34,500
405, 951

190
200
25
24

'40,000
200,000
2,000
24,000

Columbia River:

326.073
12000

go ..............
25
$25,000

Total construction costs .....................................................

741,600

Total cost of habitat restoration program ...................... ..............

921,50

Personnel Costs fot 3 -ears I...............................................................

180,000

'Personnel posts would include salaries, travel, ec., for Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.
'Construction costs related to fish habitat restoration In Olader National Park provide only for stream
segments In the Immediate vicinity of roads, traiL bridges and other faculties being restored.
FISHERY TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE-REPAIR

OF DAMAGE

TO ROADS,

BRIDGES,

OR

OTHER shIUCrURES

Substantial reconstruction of roads, trails, bridges, dams canals, and other
manmade facilities is being and will be carried out in rehabilitation of the flood
damaged area. There has been some damage to the remaining fish habitat during
the emergency reconst-A'tlon program. In the extensive reconstruction programs
vet to come, ;-hre can be further damage to stream habitat. Much of this can
be avoided. The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife could provide technical
asistance to Federal and State agencies to minimize such damages.
Plans for the facilities would be studied and measures recommended to construction agencies for minimizing damages to stream habitat. Reduction of
damage could be effected by (1) confining bulldozer crossings to a minimum,
(2) keeping equipment out of streams during spawning and migration, (3) constructing culverts and bridges to allow for fish passage, (4) keeping cement out
of lakes and streams, (5) keeping fill and spoil out of fishing waters, and (6) placing
of riprap to protect pools and spawning areas. Routing of roads and trails should
be done so as to replace destroyed access areas to fishing. Other measures would
become apparent with further study.
Personnel costs of this program have been estimated at $30,000 annually for
3 years, or a total of $90,000.
FISHERY INVESTIGATIONS

Detailed studies of some streams and lakes are needed to determine the longrange effects of the flood on the basic fish resources. These studies would
determine the nature and extent of fish habitat restoration measures needed
beyond those immediatel evident as presented above.
Of particular concern fn such studies will be the amount and condition of
spawning habitat remaining for fish populations of Flathead Lake and other
important waters of the area. Not only must there be sufficient spawning sites
and habitat for rearing of juveniles in the streams but access must be available
for the fish to reach these areas and return to the lakes.
The cost of the detailed studies is estimated at $20,000 per year for 4 years, or
a total of $80,000.
SUMMARY

The estimated cost of the flood damage restoration measures given above is
st!mmarized in table 2.
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TABLEg 2.-snimafed coeti*of program

Fishery technical assistance (3-year program)
Fish habitat restoration (3-year program):
Construction ........
Personnel. ..... _ - Fishery Investigations (4-year program) -------------------------

Total

$90, 000
741, 500
- 180,000
80, 000

It,0091, 500

The fish habitat restoration measures would bo constructed by the agencies
Jiaving primary administration over the lands involved. Teohdcal assistance
would be provided by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife. There are no
anadromous fish involved In the flood damage area, but habitat of resident and
migrant fresh-water species Was seriously damaged. Although maintenance of
resident fish species are ordinarily the prerogative of the State conservation
agency restoration of the losses in this instance are of a magnitude beyond the
immediate fintincial capability of*. the State agency. Further, the lands arc
largely -under direct Federal administration or are Indian lands and since the
losses are of an emergency nature resulting from an act of God it seems appropriate that the Federal Government assume responsibility for restoration of these
OaSes.""•

SWe hop that those data. will be sufficient to supply the needs of the special
subcommittee. Wo appreciate the opportunity to present the information.
Sincerely yours,
-

A. V. TUNISON, Acling Director.

Mr, GRAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Barber, for your very

enlightening testimony.
RfMr. BARBER. Thank you.
Mr..GRAY. The Chair will now call Mr. Stermitz.

•

STATEMENT OF. FRANK STERMITZ, SURVEY WATER DISTRICT
ENGINEER, MONTANA, GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Mr. STERMITZ. I have a few copies of the prepared statement which

the committee may wish to have.

lMr. GRAY. You may proceed in your own fashion. We are delighted to have you here.
Mr. STFJRMITZ. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
I am Frank Stermitz, district engineer of the U.S. Geological Survey
at Helena, Mont., with the responsibility of collection of streamflow
information in that State.
I have a prepared statement which, for the record, I will try to
summarize briefly.
Mr. GnAT. Without objection, the entire testimony will be printed
in the record at this point.
(The statement fooWs.)
STATEsutim BY FRANK STERMITZ,

DIsrRIcT ENGINEER, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
HELENA, MONT.

A late spring and above-normal mountain snowpack set the stage for recordbreaking floods that were triggered by extremely heavy rainfall along the Continental Divide in the north-central part on June 7-8. Rainfall of 14 inches was
recorded at several points near the Glacier Park where the upper Columbia,
Missouri, and Hudson Bay drainages adjoin.
The streams in the area reached flood peaks of recurrence interval of 100 years
or more. Parts of Kalispell, Columbia Falls, Augusta, and smaller communities
were flooded to depths in excess of known previous floods. Available storage
space in Canyon Ferry, Tiber, and Hungry Horse Reservoirs was used to store
floodwaters and minimize downstream flood damage. Swift Dam on Birch Creek
and lower Two Medicine Dam on Two 'Medicine Creek, both old irrigation reser-
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voirs with capacities of 30,000 and 16,600 acre-feet, respectively, failed and added
their contents to the already swollen Marias River, which had been deficient in
flow for most of the past year.
The Geological Survey operates 30 full-time continuous gaging stations within
the flooded area; we were thus in good position to record the essential facts when
the flood occurred even though many of these stations were heavily damaged or
destroyed. We have supplemented the Information collected at these regular
gages by Indirect measurements at 92 locations, especially in the spots where the
flood was most severe. These measurements revealed flood peaks of 300 to 400
cubic feet per square mile in the upper Birch Creek upper Teton, and upper Two
Medicine Creek drainages. Portions of the Middle Fork Flathead River Basin
are also likely to run as high.
Provisional information on the floods of June 8-10 at representative gaging
stations is attached. This table shows information on the magnitude and frequency of occurrence of the floods. Our experience in other areas leads us to
believe the recurrence interval may be materially longer than a hundred years.
The Geological Survey has had the responsibility for collecting information
and publishing reports on major floods for more than 50 years. This task includes studies of the magnitude and frequency of floods so that the engineers
who design projects for flood control reclamation, and other purposes will have
at hand all available information on the floods that have occurred. Our program
in Montana is in cooperation with agencies of the State government and with the
several Federal agencies. An interagency meeting held at Great Falls on June 12
reaffirmed the responsibility of the Geological Survey for collecting discharge and
other hydrologic information on the flood.
The principal contribution which the Geological Survey can make toward
minimizing the effect of such disasters is to collect adequate information )n
streamflow during flood periods and to provide comprehensive and timely reports
on floods. We have specialists trained in this work. The Geological Survey has
led the collection of considerable field data at our gaming stations and at many
other points of special Interest to Federal agencies. We have had to surmount
the destruction of many of the Geological Survey's gaging structures by the
floods.
In the economy of nature, rivers build flood plains to carry away excess water
In time of flood. At other times the flood plains are available for use by man.
But failure to recognize their fundamental role Is the reason for much of the.
damage. The flood data of the Geological Survey can delimit hazardous flood
lands as a guide to the public.
Methods for curtailing floods and mitigating flood damages include such
techniques as flood control works and such programs as flood forecasting, flood
plain zoning, and flood proofing. All of these methods depend on flood information for their success.
Part of the problem of abating flood damages involves getting the information
Into the hands of all those who decide on where to build homes and factories,
and this includes city engineers, industrialists, and real estate developers. Homes
aro often the major viftins of flood.
Our experience shows that flood Information on maps is most widely understood
and applied. The Geological Survey has examples of this program now available
in 13 States but not in 'Montana. "here is good reason to believe that had such
map information been available and publicized about past floods in Montana,
some of the vulnerable locations might not have been sources of damage last
June.
Keen public interest in this flood information is evidenced by numerous requests
for peak and volume discharges that have arisen. The Bureau of Public Roads,
the Forest Service, the Montana State Highway Department, and counties of
Montana have sought information to aid then in the design of bridges and
culverts. The Corps of Engineers having a responsibility of flood control have
expressed a need for all the data we collect with special emphasis on peaks and
volume flows and the seed of travel of the flood to the more heavily populated
centers such as Great Falls and Kalispell, 'Mont. The Bureau of Reclamation
and Bureau of Indian Affairs have requested information to guide the safe design
of dams and diversion structures. A Canadian firm of consulting engineers
charged with the design of project in bordering British Columbia requested that
they might send a hydrologist o the Survey office to examine available flood
data in the Montana office.
The Geological Survey is endeavoring to compile this information as part of
its regular program in order to make it available for wider public use.

Summary of flood dizchargas in Montanafor the flood of June 8-10, 1964
Maximum flood previously known

Stream and place of determination

Drainage
area
Period
(square of record
miles)

Discharge
Date

Gags

heoit
(fact)

Saskatchewan River Basin:
Waterton River near Watertoa Park, Alta .......
Swift Current Creek at Many Glicer ------------St. Mary River near Babb ----------------------Missouri River Basin:
Sun River near Augusta ....-----------------------Sun River near Vaun-----------------------Badger Creek near Browning .-------------------Pond Oreille River Basin:
Flathead River near Columbia Falls -------------.
Middle Fork, Flathead River near West Glacier...
Flathead River at Columbia Falls ---------------

2

238. 0
31.4

(190

1912(1901-2
27& 0 j1910-25
S19M0
.0
1,8U4.0
13 0
L50
1,1280
4,484.0

'
1904195119291

--

Seoadfeet

Secondfeet per
square
MUl

Discharge
Time

Gae0
heit
(feet)

Remarks
Second.
feet

Second.
feet per
square
mile

)June IW90
June 13, 1937..

9.50
. 89

24,000---------- June 3.
Z 250 ----------- do...

9.00
10.06

24,000
s500

103.0
17. 0

July 4,1902 ..

0. 0

9,300 ---------- Juno 9..

12.6

18 000

64. 7

L40
1038
.028

3Z300----------June 8-.
17.00[ .......... JuneO.4,220 ---------- June 8..

1&.90
2 26.2
10.40

A5000
90.3 200+189a.
000
9.7 100 year
54, 0 .......... 200+years.

}June 21. 1916..
June 4,1993..
-2....
.......-May 21.1954

1939May
20, 1954.
[1922-23
JM
ay 2,I4
.

Im84

Maximum during present flood

I

. 1225
13.01
90

19.08
May23, 1948.
n 184---23.70

Site and datum then In use.

Source: U.S. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey, Water Resources Division.

31. 0 ---------34,500 ---------....
0,0

..........

June 9..
do...

102,000 --------- ---------135,000----------.June 9--

.....

180
36.46

80,000
125,000

.....

.....

51.5
887

50 yea.
60--year.
50 year

100+yeast.
200 years
......

---------- -------- -----------38.1 200 y~ean.
170.000
25.5W
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The Geological Survby operates 30 full-time con-

tinuous gaging stations within the flooded area; we were thus in good
position to record the essential facts when the flood occurred even
though many of these stations were heavily damaged or destroyed.
We have supplemented the information collected at these regular
gages b indirect measurements at 92 locations, especially in the spots
where the flood was most severe. These measurements revealed flood
poaks of 300 to 400 cubic feet per second per square mile in the upper
irch Creek, upper Teton, andupper Two Medicine Creek drainages.
Portions of the Miiddle Fork Flathead River Basin are also likely to
run as high.
The recurrence interval of floods is generally measured through
analysis of long-term records of streamfiow. We have very little
basis to determine the exact magnitude of this flood under standard
procedure. We do know that in many instances the recurrence
interval appears to be 100 years or more. By that I mean a flood
of equal magnitude has one out of a hundred chances of occurring in
any one year.
The geological Survey has had the responsibility for collecting
information and publishing reports on major floods for more than 50
years. This task includes studies of the miiagnitude and frequency
of floods so that the engineers who design rejectss for flood control,
reclamation and other purposes will have a-; hand all available information on the floods that have occurred. Our program in Montana
is in cooperation with agencies of the State government and with
the several Federal agencies. An interagency meeting held at.
Great Falls on June 12 reaffirmed the responsibility of the Geological
Survey for collecting discharge and other hydrologic information on
the flood.
We have attempted to carry out that obligation to the best of our
ability with the financing situation with which we are faced. Many
of the figures which youheard quoted here earlier have their basis in
data which we have obtained in the past; that is, records at Columbia
Falls which are based on our streamflow records. It is probably
quite evident to members of the committee that the information
required to document this flood is a pretty serious responsibility for
which we are rather ill prepared through funding and lack of personnel.
We have completed the most urgent phases of that work- that is,
the collection of field data and surveys made before further rains
erased floodmarks. A f - of the measurements have been processed.
Some of the data which you heard today are estimates of ours
rather than results of detailed computatiolp. We would hope with
adequate financing to place this information in a complete report
dealing with the meteorologic and hydrologic features of the flood.
That, I believe, concludes my statement and I will answer any
questions.
Mr. GRAY. An questions?
Mr. OLSEN. Well, Frank, I want to thank you for coming here

with the information. I think the committee well knows that it is
impossible to plan bridges or highways or irrigation or flood control
or any other kind of project out there without having accurate records
of streamflows. I think the information that your organization
gathers is most valuable to this hearing, and of course absolutely
necessary to any plans for the future.
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I want to thank you very much for A job well done*
Mr. STERMIZ. thank you.
•
Mr. GhAY. Any other questions?
Mr. BATrIN. just one question. In the collection of this data, so
that a report can be made are there no funds available through the
Office of Emergency Planning?
Mr. STERMITZ. We have not appealed to the Office of Emergency
one of restoration of gaging facilities
Planning.
dam aged byOur
the problem
flood andisthe
additional fieldwork necessary to c1lect this information. That phase has been quite largely completed.
There is an office phase involving probably more man-hours than the
field phase, and then the assembly of this data into a report.
Our organization has appealed for some funds not through the
Office of Emergency Planning, but through the normal budget procedures I believe.
Mr. OL sEN. It is not a question of needing any authorization, it is
a question of obtaining appropriations?
Mr. STERMITZ. This is our problem at the moment; yes.
Mr. OLsEN. I'll tell you right now you can enlist my aid if you will

bring me the figures.
Im. STERMITZ. I would be happy to at, your convenience.
Mr. OLSEN. I will testify before the Appropriations Committee in
support of your request.
,Mr. STERMITZ.

I will familiarize myself with what my Washington

office has done and give you that information.
fr. OLSEN. All right. Thank you very much.
Mr. STERMITZ. Thank you.
Mr. GRAY. Thank you, Mi-

Stermitz, for your very valuable

testimony.
Our concluding witness, Lieutenant Colonel Iristoferson.
STATEMENT OF LT. COL. R. S. KRISTOFERSON' ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR OF CIVIL WORKS FOR PLAINS DIVISIONS OFFICE,
CHIEF OF ENGINEERS, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Mr. OrsEN. Mr. Chairman, let me interrupt to say Colonel Kristoferson has already been a great help representing my district from
Montana, and we welcome him to our committee, which is the residence of the Corps of Engineers. I am not downgrading any other
witnesses at all, they are all very important but the Corps of Engineers hero on this question of flood control is our most important
witness.
Colonel KCRISTOFERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GRAY. You may proceed in your own fashion. We are happy
to have you before our committee today.
Colonel KRISTOFERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you, Mr. Olsen, for your kind remarks.
I know the committee's time is valuable and I will try to make my
remarks as brief as I can. I would like to welcome your questions on
any part that you find is too short.
I have with me two members of the Corps of Engineers to help
answer questions you may have later; Mr. Ray Holmes of our North
Pacific division, and Mr. Robert H. Gednoy, of our Seattle district.
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. My presentation today will cover the cause of the flood. I will
then'discuiss what the flood damages were, what damages were prevented by existing projects and what damage might have been prevented by other projects, either authorized or under study..
I would like to break down my presentation into two parts, the
first part east of the divide and the second part west of the divide.
This overlay I have on the map represents roughly the rainstorm
which caused the flood. The red line that you see represents an
approximate area within which 4 inches or more of rainfall fell, and
the blue areas represent those areas in which very intense rains fell.
Up to 14 inches fell in these three areas, and according to the data I
have, 16 inches fell in this area.
I think it is important for the committee to understand that this
rainstorm happened at a time of the year when the snowpack in the
Continental Di'vide was very deep; in fact, it was 150 to 200 percent
of normal for this time of year, due to the cool months of April and
May. The rains fell on :he melting snowfield in which a great deal
of water was already me;hanidally entrapped in puddles, in pockets,
and in the snow itself. The warm rains fell, and in addition to flowing
down the mountains, melted a great deal of snow and carried it along.
This water rushing down the streambeds gullies, and ravines, as it
came upon obstacles, whether they wore culverts or bridges, exceeded
the capacity of those structures to carry the flow.. It overflowed
went. around them, tore them out. For this reason the communications stem in the entire area east of the divide, and likewise west of
the divide was torn apart badly.
Now, the point I want to bring to the committee's attention is that
this storm could have happened anywhere. This storni could have
occurred further to the west, further, to the south. A similar storm
to this poses a tremendous threat to the entire region.
Starting early on the 8th of June floods began in the Sun River
Valley. They crested do-nlstream at Great Falls about midnight
on th'e 9th or*10th of June. There was extensive urban damage to
the towns of Augusta, Sun River, Vaughn, Manchester, and finally
Great Falls.
The floodwaters filled the flood plain. These were heavy agricultural losses and, in the manner I described earlier, major losses to
routes of communication.
Gibson Reservoir in this location has no allocation to flood storage
and therefore was relatively ineffective in holding back the floods.
In fact, the infl6w to the reservoir exceeded the Capacity of the outlet
structure so that eventually 3 feet of water was flowing over the top
of this concrete darn and was spilling down into the valley below.
I At Great Falls the Missouri River joins the Sun River and flows
down toward Fort Benton. The Missouri River was fortunately
under control by Canyon Ferry Dam, in this location which held back
most of the flood waters and throttled the raging currents.
In the Marias River Basin which is roughly in this area [pointing
to map], we have a major tributary, the Teton River, on which severe
flooding occurred. The Teton River flowed down out of the mountains, overflowed into Spring Creek, and the Teton and the Spring
Creek together surrounded Choteau and made an island out of the
town. Only two to three blocks of the town were free from flooding.
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The rest of the town suffered severe damages, daiage from complete
inundation of building downt to minor damages such as lawn flooding.
It was necessary to evacuate, approxitnately 2;000 people from the
town. Agricultural damages in tile valley were heavy. Roads and
bridges were heavier damaged.
On the Marias River itself the flooding was confined to the area
between the conjunction of thq Cut Bank and Birch Creeks and
Tiber ReserVir which was very effective i capturing the floodwaters
ij~ throttling the flow of the stream.
With respect to the upstream tributaries of the Marias River,
Birch Creek had severe floodflows. In fact, the Swift Dam which is
located here was destroyed and sent all its stored water rushing down
the A-alley b6ttoin. That dam was 15* feet high and the storage
capacity was 30,000 Aicre-feet. The damage was tremendous as it
rushed diown the valley bottoms below.
Mr. BALDWIN. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question at that point?
Is that a Federal darn or a local dam or who-built the dam?
Colonel KmwRoin Sot . No, that is not a Federal dam; it is an
irrigation dam, sir.
Mr. BALDWIN. Built by a local irrigation district.

Colonel KRISTOFrERSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. OLsiN. I think that is the one that was referred to by Mr.
Dominy as being owned by the Glacier County Reservoir C. and
it was built about 1910,1 think.
Colonel KHsToFvs.oN. There were, extensive agricultural losses

in the valley bottom but no towns were hurt. Many Indian homes
were severely damaged.
On Dupuyer Creek there were some relatively minor damages,
mostly agricultural, but there were damages to roads as well. Mr.
Dominy has already covered the failure of the lower Two Medicine
Dam on Two Medicine Creek. I will not go into that further except
to mention that there were several hornes lost and several lives lost.
On Cut Bank Creek, another tributary of the Marias, there was
some minor urban damage caused by Willow Creek at Browning,
some Indian homes were damaged, there were crop and pasture
losses, and bridge and road damage was moderate.
In the remainder of the watershed west of the divide there were
major losses on the St. Marys River and minor losses on the
Milk River, Belt Creek, and the Judith River.
Summing up, I am aware of 18 lnown dead from these floods
principally from the loss of the dams, 20 additional persons missing
and presumed dead, 3 dams destroyed, approximately 32 600 acres
flooded on the Sun River, about 87,000 acres flooded on the ,Mfarias
River and on the other streams approximately 500 acres flooded for
a total of about 120,000 acres east o the divide.
I have here a chart which demonstrates the dollar value of some of
the losses that were experienced in the floods. You will notice we
have then broken down into urban losses, rural losses, transportation.
By transportation I mean roads, railroads, bridges. And then a
total.
You will notice on the Sun Riiter almost $9 million of flood losses;
on the Marias $12,820,000; on the other streams about, a quarter of a
million dollars. Our preliminary estimates from the Forest, Service,
ahnost $7 million loss in their national forests. And somewhat over
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$2 million loss in Glacier National Park for a total of about $31

mnilihon, east of the divide.,

The next chart that I have illustrates what flood damages were
prevented by existing projects. Initial estimates credit Canyon Ferry
with having prevented local damages on the order of 860,000. Tiber,
another Bureau of Reclamation project, approximately $600,000
worth of damages. Our study showed that Gibson and Clark Canyon
Reservoirs were essentially ineffective for preventing damages in this

flood.

Fort Peck, although downstream from the area I have just discussed,
did prevent damages on the order of a quarter of a million dollars
within Montana. The total for all of these projects approximately
$910,000 of damages prevented within Montana.
Mr. BAI'IN. Mr. Chairman, look on your map there and tell me
what is between Tiber Dam and on downstream from there? Do
you credit $600,000 for the Tiber? What is below Tiber?
Colonel KmSroPFE SOx. Below Tiber we have the town of Lona,
and then the Missouri River itself between Fort Benton and Fort
Peck. The Tiber by holding back floodwaters, also helped to prevent
further damage down below Fort, Peck. As I recall, I have that figure
included in another statistic that I have. I am sure I can furnish it
now if it would be of interest to the committee. These projects that
we have just discussed here, Canyon Ferry and Tiber, contributed
approximately $4 million toward flood damages prevented further
down the Missouri, outside the State of Montana. This is not of
much consolation to the people of Montana, but I am sure that the
people downstream are very grateful.
The main stem reservoirs, the six large reservoirs, that we have
saved approximately $38 million, and the agricultural levees down
below an additional savings of $27 nllion.
Mr. BATirN. You are ticking now about the Tiber Dam in Montana?
Colonel KRISTOFERSON. In Montana; that is correct, sir.
Mr. BA TTIN. Otherwise, it would have to be reversed. This Fort
Peck is really
Colonel IKRISTOFERSON. These [pointing to the chart] are the
damages prevented in Montana and the multimillion-dollar figures
I quoted are for all the structures on the Missouri. Savings downstream from Montana in such areas as Sioux City, Omaha, Council
Bluffs, Kansas City, and the agricultural areas in between, are approximately $69 million in this particular flood.
I think the committee would be interested to know that Fort Peck
Reservoir alone captured approximately 2.7 million acre-feet of water
during the month of June. Approximately a third of that was from
the rainstorm and two-thirds from the sn'ownmelt.. T.,
doing, the
reservoir level in Fort Peck rose by more than 21 feet.

Mr. BATTIN. How far is it from being full?
Colonel KRISTOFERSON. I would have to look at a report I have

here, sir. I am not quite sure.
It is approximately 4g million acre-feet short of being full, sir.
There are other projects that could have had an effect on savings
from this flood. The Great Falls local protection project could have
prevented all of the damages at Great Falls, or somewhat more than
$4.3 million.
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. The Sun Butte Dam proposed by the Bureau of Reclamation could
have contributed somewhat to reduction of floods at Great Falls.
We are in doubt as to how much. We have the belief that, since it
controls only about 10 percent of the watershed, the benefits would
decrease as you go downstream from the dam and other tributaries
feed n floodwaters. It is questionable as to how much it would have
contributed to Great Falls.
The Browning local protection project which is a project authorized
under section 205 but has fallen by the wayside for lack of local
cooperation, could have prevented some $20,000 worth of damages.
A similar project at Belt, approximately $1,000. A local protection
project at Choteau, once studied but never authorized, could have
prevented damages in the amount of something more than a million
Mr. Chairman is the committee interested at this point in a statement of what the corps did during the immediate period of the
flooding, and thereafter, to alleviate the flood damages?
Mr. OLSE.s. I think before we go into that, we ought to get the
damages west of the area.
Colonel KnISTFEnsoN. All right, sir. I will proceed to that.
Much the same situation pertained on the west side of the divide.
The snowpack wa a little deeper, the rain was a little less intense.
There were iio dam failures but runoff was - high. In the Flathead
itself, approximately 80,000 cubic feet per second were flowing. In
the Middle Fork, about 100,000 cubic feet per second. The Flathead
at Columbia Falls had a recorded flow of 170,000 cubic feet per second
which, as you have heard, is a record.
The flooding on the Flathead extended from the town of Ralispell
upstream along the Flathead River, along the Middle Fork with
particular flooding on Bear Creek which goes up the divide and is the
main route of communications through that part of the State. There
was some flooding on the South Fork which is, for the most part,
completely controlled by Hungry Horse and there was some flooding
on the Swan River.
Mr. OLsEN. With respect to the Middle Fork of the Flathead,
what was the tributary there?
Colonel KR1STOFERSON. The Bear Creek, sir.
Mr. OLvsEN. In that drainage U.S. Highway No. 2 was virtually

torn right out?
Colonel KRISTOFERSON. Yes, sir; that is correct. That highway
was completely razed in some sections. I have seen aerial photographs which showed pavement for perhaps 50 or 75 yards, and
then bare rock for perhaps another 160 or 200 yards. Only intermittently could you see any trace of there ever ha-ing been a highway
or for that matter, railroad tracks which passed through the same
valley.
vAt. OisEN. For the record, I understand it was estimated by the
highway department that there was a loss of 20 miles of highway
and there were about 15 miles of loss of Great Northern Railroad.
Colonel KRISTOFERSON. I think that is correct, sir. Our figures
show that approximately $6 million worth of damage was done in

the Bear Creek reach alone.
Mr. OLSEN. Just Bear Creek alone, to say nothing of the downstream area which is the Middle Fork.
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Colonel KRisTOsERsoN. That is right.

Approximately 25,000 acres of land on the Flathead River were
flooded when levees were overtopped. All the bridges on the Flathead River and its tributaries were made unusable. Highway 2,
which proceeds through Columbia Falls up Bear Creek across the
summit and on further east, was knocked out. The Great Northern
Railroad had to reroute its traffic.- There were approximately 4,500
people evacuated from portions of Kalispell and about 1,500 people
from the rural areas along the river. In all 20 public bridges were
made unusable and many small local. bridge were knocked out.
Rural properties on the Swan River were flooded and there was considerable agricultural damage.
I have a chart here which I will show you shortly with the dollar
value of those damages. However before I do that, I would like to
proceed to the Upper Clark Fork Basin.
If you will remember the storm which I showed you, that basin
luckily escaped much of the rainfall that fell on the remainder of the
area. Rainfall was roughly one-third to one-fourth of what it was in
the Flathead Basin. The peak flood at Missoula was just a shade
over the record established in 1948. The principal damage was at
Deer Lodge on Cottonwood Creek, where basements and ground floors
of homes were flooded. Four bridges were lost and debris and silt
clogged the sower system. Above Milltown, on the Blackfoot River,
some six bridges were made unusable. In Missoula about 10 acres
of brusliand was flooded and the Orchard Homes area was threatened
and a good flood fight held out the water and prevented serious
damage.
As far as damages on the west side of the divide are concerned
[pointing to chart] -about $6.5 million worth of damages were done
in the Flathead River area to urban properties; about $1.8 million
to rural properties.

The.greatest damage was to the transportation network with about
damage. About one-third of that, as you will remember,
$19
was miflon
on"Bar Crook itself. Other damages to utllties gas pipeline
crossings, and the like, amounted to somewhat more than a million
dollars, for a total of over $28 million in the Flathead River Basin.
The Upper Clark Fork Basin was fortunately not as badly damaged,
$50,000. Altogether about $28,400,000 worth of damages west of the
divide.
If we take now a grand total on both sides of the divide, somewhat
better than $59 million worth of damages occurred.
These figures are preliminary. They will be revised in a matter of
approximately 6 weeks when our final flood damage reports are in.
I would guess that the total value of damages, as shown is probably
a good estimate, iti, individual values varying up and down.
Mr. OLSE. Without objection, the final record that you compile
on damage will be entered in the record, on your submission of it.
Colonel KRImTOFEt1SON. Yes, sir. (This will be found on p. 55.)
This chart shows the damages that were prevented by existing

projects. Hungry hIorse Reservoir on the South Fork of the Vlathead
River; an estimated $10 million. In the Missoula area, a corps levee
prevented $35,000, and local levees there, another $170,000; for a
total of $10,205,000 prevented-west of the divide and a grand total
for the State of about $11,115,000.
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West of the divide these potential projects exist.

Spruce Park,

which, we feel. might Lave prevented $4 million worth of .amage, in
this particular flood, possibly more; and Smoky Range which we feel
might have prevented as much as $16 million worth of damages.
As our more detailed reports are coming in, it looks like this estimate
may, be high.
N ine Mile Prairie, which is located down here on the Blackfoot
River, could have prevented damages in the amount of about $50,000
in this particular flood. Nine Mile Prairie-would have shown itself
to be of much more value if the storm had been located further south,
but the rains were not heavy there, as you remember.
That essentially completes my presentation on what happened,
what the damages were, and what damages could have been prevented.
Mr. OLsEN. On the subject of what damages could have been
revented, has the corps any estimate of alternative projects to
Seoky Range or Spruce Park that could have substantially prevented
damages?
Colonel KRISToFERSON. No; we have we have no alternatives, sir.
,Glacier View was mentioned here earlier today. Smoky Range is an
alternative for Glacier View.
We feel that Smoky Range and Spruce Park Reservoirs in the upper
watershed would be of substantial value in providing local protection
to the Flathead Basin. These reservoirs were studied in conjunction
with the Columbia River report and were found to be justified but
vere opposed at the time of, the study: by, conservation andfish and
wildlife Interests. They were considered to be economically justified
and could have been added to the recommended plan had they met
with popular acceptance.
Mr. Owigs. Now I want to ask you, with respect to the east of the
Continental Divide if just a restoration of the dams at the Swift site
on Birch Creek and the Two Medicine site, and if restoration alone, is
goilg to solve the flood problem there?
Colonel KmwSroFRHSON. No; I don't believe it will solve the problem,
air. It will essentially maintain the status quo. A larger reservoir,
and modification of reservoirs as testified to earlier, could add some
flood control storage and would be beneficial.
Mr. OLsF.N. As a matter of fact, simple restoration of the structures
is restoring the scene to where the same flood can occur again?
ClnlP.msoFEP.SOr. That is right, sir.
The essential things I believe on the eastern side of the divide are
local protection projects for the cities that were hit badly in this
particular storm. But before you study and prove to yourself that
these are economicalLy justified, you must weigh against the local
protection projects the alternatives, which are reservoirs that would
b located upstream. I feel that studies of local protection projects
and studies of reservoirs must go hand in hand to come up with the
best solution to the flood problem. It appears, from an initial view,
at any rate, that local protection projects and or, reservoirs are well
justified in the Sun River Valley.
In the Toton River Valley there is a possibility of a local protection
project at Choteau, but since most of the damages were agricultural
and stretched out over a long distance, the only solution for the
valley as a whole would be one or more reservoirs. In the area of
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the Marias River itself there is-a possibility of a combination of local
protection and reservoir projects or "flood control of the area.
However, the only way that we cah come to a firm recommendation
is to study the area in detail and we have no current studies at the
moment that are sufficieitly-valuable for that purpose.
Mr. OLSEN. Do you have a question at this point, Mr. Battn?
Mr. BArriN. Yes.
Mr. OLSEN. Fine. I thought you would have.
Mr. BATIVYN. As I understand this request was made of the Senate
Appropiiations Committee to add on a figure of $35,000 for a study
o the i arias River, I believe, and $70,000 for the Sun River during
these current fiscal years. It would be my hope, as I am sure it is
the other gentlemen from Montana, that this money would be allowed.
You
are aware
of this, I am sure.
Colonel
KRJSTOFERSON.
No; I was not aware that it had been

requested. I do know that it has been discussed, and I do know
that we have the capability of undertaking these studies if we are
given the money.
Mr. BATrirr. I had a conversation with Maj. Gen'. George Walker
yesterday, and he was very interested in what was happening over
in the other body
Mr. OLSEN. May I interrupt you at this point? I have similarly
had a conversation with General Walker, and I assured him that,
as part of the record, I was going to get to the attention of our senior
Senator in the other body and that I was going to make some effort
to get any public works appropriation amended and sent.
Mr. BAT'rIN. I have one other question.
Mr. OLSEN. Certainly. Proceed.
Mr. BATriN. For the record I want to thank you for the courtesies extended to me as a nonmember of this committee, but one
who has some very serious interests in the area that you are describing,
I am wondering in the computation of damages, Colonel, do you
take into account for example the loss of a sewage lagoon at, say

Fort Benton where the river channel has bu.'c changed by the flood

and has caused erosion of the bank and ultimate destruction of the
sewage lagoon? Is that figured into the cost?
Colone-KUISTOFERSON. If the damage had actually occurred, it
would be included in the cost. -Af tbe time that this report that is
being given to you was prepared, this situation had not arisen and it
was not included.
Mr. BATTIN. I was thinking of the final report; the OEP has approved a project to protect the lagoon.
Colonel KRISTOFERSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. BAt?. I was wondering if in the final report this would be
shown as damage directly attributable?
Colonel KRISTOFERSON. In the final report it would be included;

yes, sir.
Mr. BArriN. Thank you.
Mr. OLSEN. I am now thinking of the area west of the Divide
where I am aware that there has been construction of levees downstream from Kalispell on the Flathead River. And there have been
surveys and plans for further levees upstream from Kalispell and the
river is rather rapid. I wonder if you have any opinion as to whether
or not levees would be feasible to control the river there.
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Colonel KRmToPnERSON. For a very short distance I think they
could be found feasible, but the damages are over such a large stretch
of the river that I think the most feasible solution in this area might
be a dam.
Mr. OLSEN. You think reservoirs would probably be tha most
feasible for the control of the river above Kalispell?
Colonel KRISTOFERSON. Yes, sir, I do. For example, the Smoky
Range Dam and Reservoir would have essentially eliminated all
damages dowmstream in this particular area.
Mr. OLSEN. Of course. Then the other project, Spruce Park, is
necessary to control the Middle Fork which is the canyon through
which Highway No. 2 goes.
Colonel KRISTOFFiSON. That is correct, sir, but Spruce Park would

not have eliminated any of the damage caused by Bear Creek because
Bear Creek is downstream. from Spruce Park. I am convinced
Spruce Park would have served to eliminate damages of better than
$4 million, but it would not have corrected the situation on Bear Creek.
Mr. OLSEN. I have no more questions, Colonel. I certainly appreciate your visitation. If there are any further facts, I would like to
see them submitted for the record. The record will remain open for
some time to do that.
Colonel KRISTOFERSON. I have a report, Mr. Chairman, in answer
to a request from the committee to submit a report on the flooding in
Montana both east and west of the Divide, and I would like to submit
it at this time.
Mr. OLSEN. Without objection, that will be made a part of the
record at this point.
(The report follows:)
HEADQUARTERS, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS,
Washington, D.C., August 5, 1964.
HOf. CHARLES A. BUCKLEY,
Chairman Committee on Public Works,
House of representatives.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is iti further reply to your letter requesting information on flooding and flood damages recently sustained in Montana and possible
measures to prevent recurrence of such a disaster.
The direct cause of the floods was heavy rainfall over the western half of
Montana in early June creating a large volume of runoff into stream channels
that were already carrying heavy runoff from mountain snowmelt. The storm
extended from Lewistown to Glacier Park across the Continental Divide to the
Flathead and Clark Fork River basins. Intense rainfall up to 15 inches in 36
hours flowed down both slopes of the Continental Divide and caused flooding in
both the Columbia and Missouri basins. Preliminary estimates of flood damages
will exceed $60 million. Many families were made homeless and unfortunately
loss of life occurred in the Missouri Basin portion of the area. A report on each
area is enclosed.
In the area west of the Continental Divide, preliminary estimates indicate
that existing multiple-purpose reservoirs, levees and other protective works
prevented damages estimated at about $11 million. Potentially feasible works
would have prevented an estimated additional $20 million and $5 million, respectively, on the west and east side of the Divide in Montana. Existing works
prevented $69 million in damages downstream from the Montana State line
along the main stem of the Missouri River.
In the Columbia River Basin severe damages occurred in the Flathead River
and Upper Clark Fork Basin. In the Flathead Basin extending upstream
from Flathead Lake to Glacier Park ind at Kalispell some $28 million of damages
were sustained. All bridges across the river except one were rendered unusable
and main line trains -were rerouted around damaged rail facilities. In the Upper
Clark Fork Basin damages were sustained at several locations.
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The major flood damage in the Missouri River Basin area occurred in the Sun
and Marlas River Basins and along several other streams. Flooding throughout
the Sun River Basin caused damages estimated at $9 million.
Floodwaters reached the roofs of many homes in five communities and agricultural losses were extensive. Damage to transportation facilities isolated
several areas for days. In the Marias River Basin flooding caused damages
estimated at $13 million. Damages in a national forest and a national park
are estimated at $9 million. Lesser flood damages occurring along five streams
outside the Sun and Marias River Basins involved damage to agriculture land,
roads, bridges, urban areas, and park facilities.
The experience from this flood and other available information indicates that
additional protective works, and measures may be found, upon further study,
to be advisable and economically justified. In that connection authority for
the required studies has recently been made available to the Corps of Engineers
by the Senate Public Works Committee as follows:
a. Resolution adopted by the committee on June 11, 19064, requesting the
Corps of Engineers to review reports on the Sun River and its tributaries, Montana.
b. Resolution adopted by the committee on June 11, 1964, requesting the Corps
of Engineers to review reports on Marias River, Mont.
c. Resolution adopted by the committee on July 28, 1964 requesting the
Corps of Engineers to review reports on the Columbia River and tributaries with
particular reference to the Flathead and Clark Fork River Basin.
I trust that the foregoing information together with the enclosed reports is
satisfactory for your present needs.
Sincerely yours,
REGINALD J. B. PAGE.,
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
(For Jackson Graham
Major General, SA,
Director of Civil Works).
REPolR

ON FLOODS OF JuNE

1064 IN

UPPER COLUMBIA RIVER BASIN,

MONT.

1. Purpose
To present flood and damage data, as requested, on the Upper Flathead River
Basin and on the Upper Clark Fork Basin in Montana, and an estimate of the
effect of the existing and prospective projects.

S. Cause of floods
In the Flathead River Basin the snowpack was above normal on Juno 1.
Heavy rains in excess of 10 Inches, occurring on June 7 and 8, centered in the
Glacier Park area. The peak flow of the Flathead River near Columbia Falls
was 80 000 cubic feet per second, the Middle Fork near West Glacier was 100,000
cubic feet per second, and the Flathead River at Columbia Falls was 170,000
cubic feet per second. All peaks exceeded the previous maximum of record.
The estimated peak inflow to Hungry Horse Reservoir was about 78,000 cubic
feet per second, and the release at the time of peak flow in the main river was
3,000 cubic feet per second.
3. Dam failures
The peak flow was not affected by any dam failure, and the flooding was not
appreciably affected by backup from inadequate bridge openings.
4. Descriptionof flooding
The flooded area extended along the Flathead River from Flathead Lake
upstream along its tributaries into Glacier National Park, and included lowlying areas of the city of Kalispell. Levees were overtopped and about 25,000
acres flooded. All bridges across the Flathead River, except one, were damaged
and rendered unusable. U.S. Highway No. 2 was closed. Great Northern main
line trains were routed around the area because of damage to rail facilities. About
300 homes in Kalispell were flooded. About 4,500 refugees were evacuated from
residential areas and 1,600 persons were evacuated from the lowland farm area
from Flathead Lake to Columbia Falls. Extensive bridge damage occurred to
14 county, 5 State, and 1 Forest Service bridge over the main river, and to many
bridges on tributary streams. Flood damages occurred to highways, railroads,
crops, livestock, residential and commercial buildings, and utilities.
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8. Estimates of flood damages

Land crops, livestock, fence, poultry, and farm equipment -------- $1, 800, 000
Buildings, contents and improvements, autos and trucks ---------6, 600, 000
Railroads and rail traffic interruption -----------------------6000, 000
Highway bridges and highway traffic interruption -------------13, 000,000
Utilities, including power and communications ------------------00, 000
Refugee, Red Cross and flood fighting ------------------------160, 000
Employee and business losses --------------------------------90, 000
Flood protective works, pumping and pumping plant --------300, 000
Total
-----------------------------------------28, 350, 000
About $6 million of this total occurred to highways and railroads along Bear Creek,
a tributary of the Middle Fork above Essex. About $1,500,000 was caused by
small tributary streams in Glacier National Park. Damages of $200,000 occurred
to rural property along Swan Lake and Stillwater River. The remaining $20,650,000 occurred along the main s'em of the Flathead River above Flathead Lake
and-along the Middle Fork and North Fork.
6. Flood control by existing projects
. Existing levees in the area were overtopped. Hungry Horse Reservoir of the
Bureau of Reclamation on the South Fork of the Flathead River controlled the
South Fork, reducing the peak flow at Columbia Falls by approximately 50,000
cubic feet per second. Additional damages that would have occurred without
this project are estimated at $10 million.
7. Potentialflood control by authorized projfci
There are no authorized or recommended projects in this portion of the basin.
8. Potentialflood control by prospective improvements
The Spruce Park Dam on the Middle Fork of the Flathead and Smoky Range
Dam on the North Fork of the Flathead River were reported as possible projects
in House Document No. 403, 87th Congress. The Spruce Park Dam, at river
mile 50 on the Middle Fork of Flathead River, would have a capacity of 400,000
acre-feet, for power and flood control. The project would also increase the usable
flood storage in Hungry HorseReservoir.
The Smoky Range Dam, on the North Fork of the Flathead River 63 miles
upstream from Flathead Lake, could provide 1,510,000 acre-feet of storage for
flood control and downstream power generation, and fully control floodflows from
the North Fork.
These projects, together with the existing hungry Horse project, would effectively control the Flathead River upstream from Flathead Lake to the junction
of the North Fork. Smoky Range would have prevented all the damages in the
North Fork drainage, Spruce Park would have prevented most of the damages in
the Middle Fork exclusive of those along Bear Creek, and Hungry Horse prevented all damages along the South Fork. The projects would not prevent the
damages occurring to railway and highways along Bear Creek, the damages that
occurred in Glacier Park, and the damages that occurred in the Swan Lake and
Stillwater River drainage areas tributary to the main Flathead River. An estimate of damages that could have been prevented by these projects during the
recent flood arc6: Spruce Park project., $4 million; Smoky Range project, $16
million.
House Document 403, previously cited, considered alternative plans which
included the Smoky Range and Spruce Park projects as well as other projects on
the Clark Fork. These alternatives were rejected in favor of a recommended
downstream storage dam on the Flathead River at the Knowles site just upstream
from the confluence of the Clark Fork and Flathead River. A reevaluation of
previous studies in the light of present-day experience is discussed below.
9. Corps of Engineers flood and postflood actitdties
A Corps of Engineers flood team, comprised of technical personnel, was supplemented by local workers. Coordination was established at all levels with local,
State, and Federal agencies. The National Guard placed 183 men and 43 vehicles
in operation during the flood and the Air Force furnished 50 men and 4 helicopters
to aid in rescue and flood fighting. Approximately 250 local volunteers with 60
pieces of equipment also assisted in the flood fighting. The U.S. Forest Service
supplied a reconnaissanre p!anc and the Red Cross furnished food. The Corps of
Eriiecrs raised and strengthened levees at eight locations along the Flathcad
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River from the lake to Columbia Falls, preventing an estimated $250,000 of
damage. High water profiles and precipitation data are being obtained to establish a hydrologic record of the flood. A damage assessment team began work on
June 22, 1964. Investigations are being made of areas appearing eligible for repair
or rehabilitation under continuing authorities.
10. Upper Clark Fork Basin
The June 1 snowpack in the Clark Fork Basin was above normal. The major
factor in the high flows was above normal precipitation on June 7 and 8, 1964.
The bulk of the rainfall, however, was centered north of the basin and was about
one-third of the precipitation in the Flathead River Basin. No flood control
storage exists in the Clark Fork Basin and there were no adverse effects from
manmade structures. The peak flow of the Clark Fork above Missoula somewhat
exceeded the previous maximum peak of record.
11. Description of flooding
Flood damages in the Upper Clark Fork Basin occurred along Cottonwood
Creek at Deer Lodge, above Milltown, and at Missoula. Damages at Deer
Lodge resulted from inundated basements, flooding of homes, destruction of six
bridges, and damage to the sewer system. Some 15 persons were evacuated from
their homes for about 4 days. In the Blackfoot River Basin above Milltown, six
bridges were reported damaged and made unusable. State Highway 20 was
rendered impassable east of Lincoln. Flood fighting efforts held river flows
within the existing levee system at Missoula and limited flooding to 10 acres of
brush-covered land downstream. One hundred persons were evacuated.
12. Estimates of flood damages
Estimates of damage at Deer Lodge are:
Buildings and autos
----------------------------------Streets sewers, and bridges ------------------------------Flood lighting, refugees ----------------------------------

22, 000
25, 000
3, 00)

Total
--------------------------------------------50, 000
18. Damages prevented by existing improvements
There are no existing flood protective works along Cottonwood Creek or upstream in the Blackfoot Basin. The recently constructed Corps of Engineers
levee on the right bank of the Clark Fork at Missoula prevented an estimated
$35,000 in damages. Other levees throughout the town, repaired and reconstructed by the Corps of Engineers following the 1948 flood, prevented an estimated $170,CV0 of flood damages.
14. Damages prevented by authorized or recommended projects
An authorized levee project in Missoula, upstream from the Higgins Avenue
Bridge on the right bank, is in an area that was not inundated during this flood.
The Nine Mile Prairie project at river mile 22 on the Blackfoot River, considered
in the previously cited House Document 403, 87th Congress, 2d session, would
have prevented damages along the Clark Fork at Missoula.
15. Corps of Engineersflood and post flood activities
Technical personnel from the Seattle District assisted the local civil defense
coordinator in the flood fight at Deer Lodge. The National Guard had 21 men
engaged in flood fighting. The county had 35 men and 34 pieces of equipment.
The city of Missoula had 24 men and 10 pieces of equipment. The city and
county forces, assisted by the National Guard personnel, held the levees by flood
fighting. The civil defense evacuated 100 people and provided food. The Corps
of Engineers coordinated with all levels of State Federal, and county officials.
The study made of this large basin in 1957 led to the report and recommendations
published as House Document 531, 87thi Congress, 2d session, which recommends
construction of the Knowles Dam, a multipurpose project on the lower Flathead
River. The Smoky Range and Spruce Park projects, required to control the
Flathead River above Flathead Lake, were considered as alternatives to Knowles
Dam. The Knowles Dam would not have prevented any of the recent flood
damages. The recent flood experience indicates a need for reconsideration of the
importance of upstream flood storage and flood protective measures in both
the Flathead and Clark Fork Basins. Because the Flathead and Upper Clark
Fork Basin must be considered as part of a system development, a review of
reports on the Clark Fork Basin above Pend Oreille Lake appears desirable
and appropriate.
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1. Purpose
The purpose of this report is to present flood and damage data as requested on
the Upper Missouri River Basin in Montana, and an estimate of the effect of
existing and prospective projects.

2. Cause of floods
The direct cause of the floods was heavy rainfall, creating a large volume of
runoff into stream channels that were already carrying heavy runoff from snowmelt. Surveys showed that the snowpack in the mountains was generally 150
to 200 percent of normal. Precipitation in the area during May was above normal.
As is normally the case, the mountain snowmelt runoff was in progress during
early June. Reservoirs were filled or rapidly filling, and streams were high.
On June 7 and 8 a major rainstorm, one of tbe largest and most intense for which
there is any record, occurred over the western half of Montana. This storm
extended generally from Lewistown, Mont., northwestward to Glacier National
Park and across the Continaiital Divide to the Flathead River Basin. Rainfall
up to 15 inches in 36 hours occurred at two separate centers west and northwest
of Great Falls, and was the direct cause of the floods.
8. Dam Failures
Flooding was intensified along some streams by three dam failures in the
Marias River Basin. They were Swift Dam on Birch Creek; Two Medicine
Dam, on Two Medicine Creek; and Drinking Water Dam, on a tributary above
Shelby.
4. Description of flooding
(a) General.-Unprecedented brooding commencing on June 8 resulted in the
worst natural disaster to occur in Mojtana. Flooding was widespread throughout
the Sun and Marlas River Basins, 'esulting in record stages and discharges at
many locations. The flood claimed several lives. As of this report 18 bodies
have been recovered, and an additional 20 persons are missing and presumed
dead.
(b) Sun River Basin.-Severe flooding was experienced throughout the Sun
River Basin. Flooding commenced on June 8 in the headwaters and the river
crested at the mouth in Great Falls at midnight June 9-10. Areas of Augusta,
Sun River, Vaughn, Manchester, and West 6 reat Falls sustained extensive
damage from floodwaters that reached the roofs of many homes. Agricultural
losses, Including damage to buildings, fences, irrigation works, crops, machinery,
and livestock, were extensive. Transportation facilities sustained major damage,
resulting In isolation of areas for days.
(c) Maria. River Basin.-Flooding in this basin was widespread and severe.
Flooding occurred throughout the length of the Teton River, a major tributary.
Floodwaters of the Teton overflowed into Spring Creek upstream from Choteau,
and the two streams combined to inundate the town except for three blocks. The
entire population of about 2,000 persons was evaluated prior to the flood. Damage
ranged from lawn flooding to destruction of homes. Agricultural losses were high
because of inundation of the entire flood plan. Bridge and road losses on the
Teton River and its tributaries were extensive, with nearly all crossings and
bordering roads experiencing damage.
Flooding on the Marlas River was limited to the reach from the confluence of
Cut Bank Creek and Birch Creek to Tiber Dam. This dam, constructed by the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, provides 400,000 acre-feet of flood control storage
which reduced floodflows to downstream channel capacity. Damages along the
Marias River above Tiber Dam were largely agricultural and to transportation
facilities. Urban damages were caused by failure of a small water supply dam
on a tributary stream above Shelby. Damages at Shelby itself were moderate.
Damages on headwater tributary streams were compounded by loss of irrigation
dams and reservoirs. A disastrous event occurred along Birch Creek when Swift
Dam, a privately owned irrigation structure, failed and released over 30,000 acrefeet of water. The resulting agricultural losses and damages to Indian homes
were extensive. Several persons died. Damages along Dupuyer Creek, a
tributary of Birch Creek Included a part of Dupuyer and agricultural areas and
transportation facilities downstream to Birch Creek.
Disastrous floodingbecause of dam failure occurred along Two Medicine Creek,
a tributary of Birch Creek. Lower Two Medicine Lake Dam, a Bureau of Indian
Affairs structure, failed and released nearly 17,000 acre-feet of water. Overflow
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from a tributary, Midvale Creek, damaged East Glacier. Agricultural losses
were extensive and several homes were destroyed along Two Medical Creek.
Several persons drowned.
Flooding was 5encral along Cut Bank Creek. Urban damage was limited to
flooding at Browning, on a tributary of Cut Bank Creek. Rural losses Included
damage to homes, crop. pastures, bridges, and roads.
(d) Milk River Basin.--Flood damage was limited to minor flooding of crop and
pasture land and erosion a,. roadways and bridges.
(e) St. Mary River.-Major damage occurred at St. Mary on June 8 due to
flooding from Divide Creek, and nearst. Mary Lake and Duck Lake. Roads and
bridges sustained moderate damage.
(f) M[issouri River.- -Damage due to Missouri River floodflows from Canyon
Ferry Dam to Fort Benton included suburban areas south of Great Falls and
highway damage at several locations.
(g) Big Spring Creek.-Damage from this stream in the Judith River Basin
was limited to inundation of a portion of Lewistown.
(h) Belt Creek.-Damage in the Belt Creek Basin consisted of erosion at
Belt, flooding at Raynesford, and road and railroad bridge damage at crossings
between the two towns.
(s) Other damages include damage to roads, trails, and airfields in the Lewis
and Clark National Forest, and damage to roads and resort areas in Glacier
National Park.
5. Estimates of flood damages
Estimated flood damages are shown in the attached table.
6. Flood control by existing projects.
(a) In Montana.-The only existing projects which had an effect on flooding
in the Missouri Basin portion of northwest Montana were the Tiber Reservoir
on the Marias River and the Canyon Ferry Reservoir on the Missouri River at
Helena, both of which are U.S. Bureau of Reclamation projects. The Corps
of Engineers' Fort Peck Reservoir on the Missouri River near Glasgow also
prevented significant downstream flooding. USBR Gibson Reservoir on the
upper Sun River Mont., and USBR Clark Canyon Reservoir on Beaverhead
Creek, Mont., did not effect any significant flood damage reductions during this
flood period. Flood damages prevented are as follows:
Flood damages prevented (1964 prices)
Reservoir:
Canyon Ferry (USBR) -------------------------------------Tiber (USBR)
---------------------------------------Gibson (USBR) ----------------------------------------Clark Canyon, (USBR) ---------------------------------Fort Peck (Corps of Engineers)
---------------------------

$60, 000
600 000
inor
Minor
20, 000

Total
--------------------------------------------910,000
(b) In Missouri River reaches downstream from Montana State line.-Montana
floodwaters would have caused severe damage below the Montana State line
if existing reservoirs and levees had not been in operation. Estimated flood
damages prevented are as follows:
Flood damages prevented
Missouri River main stem reservoirs (Corps of Engineers) -------- $38, 000, 000
Upper basin tributary reservoirs ---------------------------4, 000, 000
Downstream levee projects ------------------------------27, 000, 000
Total
-----------------------------------------69, 000, 000
7. Potentialflood control by authorized projects
Authorized projects which could have been effective during the recent flood
period are discussed below.
(a) The Great Falls local protection project, consisting of levees and channel
improvements, not constructed because of lack of local cooperation would have
contained the 1 9 6% Sun River flood at Great Falls and prevented damages estimated at $4,362,000.
(b) The Bureau of Reclamation's authorized Sun Butte Reservoir on the North
Fork of Sun River, but not constructed because of opposition by recreation
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group, would have controlled Sun River. A review of the flood control studies
of this project appears advisable. l
p
tCe
r
t
(c) A channel improvement and levee project on Belt Creek for protection of
the town of Belt, developed under the provisions of section 205 of the 1948 Flood
Control Act, as amended, would be feasible but has not been constructed because
local interests would not provide the required local cooperation. Operation of
this project during the recent flood would have prevented approximately $1,000
of flood damage.
(d) A favorable section 205 project, consisting essentially of channel improvements and levees on Willow ('reek, for protection of the town of Browning, was
developed but has not been constructed because local Interests would not provide
the required cooperation. Had this project been constructed, it would have
prevented blood damages approximating $20,200.
(e) A potential project for protection of Choteau against flooding from the
Teton River contemplated channel improvements on the river and an earthen
levee encircling the town. The town sustained damages estimated at $1,055,000,
which would have been prevented had the levee been in place. A restudy of the
project in the light of the recent flooding may reveal the project to be feasible to
construct.
8. Potentialflood control by prospective improvements
Portions of the following urban areas sustained damages as shown. Available
data indicate that feasible protective measures might be developed at each place.
East Glacier
------------------------------------------$195, 000
Augusta -----------------------------------------------------65, 000
Sun River ----------------------------------------------------140, 000
Vaughn
-----------------------------------------------245,000
Manchester ---------------------------------------------------50, 000
9. Corps of Engineers flood and posiflood activities
Flooding started on June 8, and the district engineer arrived at Great Falls
that night. An office was established on June 9 and contacts were made with
State officials, Bureau of Reclamation, local city and county officials, and the
Office of Emergency Planning. The latter Office issued the first directive to the
corps on the night of June 9 to prepare a preliminary flood damage survey. On
June 18 directives were received from OEP to (a) repair and/or restore the water
and sewer system of Shelby; (b) provide engineering service to OEP as required;
and (c) clean and repair the sewers and streets of Choteau. Contracts for restoration of the water system at Shelby were awarded on June 19 and 20 and contracts
for sewers and street repairs in Choteau were awarded on June 3. Directives
were received on June 29 and 30 for repair and/or replacement of cotuty., roads
and bridges in Glacier, Pondera, Chouteau, and Teton Counties. Nineteen
bridges were involved. Three bridges were placed under contract on July 1,
and two more on July 9. It is anticipated that the remaining bridges will be
placed under contract by the end of July. The value of the work authorized
to date is approximately $500,000.
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Summary of areas inundated and flood darnages for June 8-13, 1964, floods in
Upper Mssouri River Basin, Mong.
Flood damage
Affected area

Sun River Basin:
Sun River .................................
Elk Creek ..................................

Urban

Rural

Transportation

Total

$4,810, Wo)
70, (0

3, 6, 0O0
230,000

$240,000
30,000

$8,610,000
330,000

Total, Sun River Basin ..................

4,880,000

3,790,000

270,000

8,940,000

.Meras River Basin:
Teton River ............................
Marwas River .............................
Birch Creek................................
Two Medicine Creek ......................
Cut Bank Creek...........................

1,060,000
90,00
60. 000
.240,000
70.000

ZO,000
37,000
% 490,000
Z720,000
600,000

1,130,000
20,000
.28, 000
540, 00
I),;000

4, W0, 000
680,000
Z 830,000
3,600,000
' 80,000

Total, Marias River Basin ...............

1,520,00

8,0M0,000

Z 320,000

12i820,000
30,000
190,000
30.000
15,000
15,000

Other streams:
Milk River ..............................................
St. Mary River ............................
Missouri River .............................
Big Spring Creek ...........................
Belt Creek ................................

130,000
10,000
15, 000
6,00

5000
30, 000
Negligible
Negligible
Negligible

25,000
30,000
20, 000
Negligible
10,000

Total flood damage estimated by Corps
of Engineers ...........................

6, 0,000

1z80,000

,675,O0

2%,040,00O

Estimates of additional flood damages by other Federal agencies:
LewL and Clark National Forest (USF8 estimate) .....................................
Glacier National Park (NP8 estmate)..: ..............................................
Tota flood damages for entire area

.....................................

6, 80, 000
2,040, 000
30, 9W0,000

A,edtd area
Sun Rivr Baoin:
Sun River ....................................................................................
Elk Creek ....................................................................................

Acref
flooded
30, 200
%400

Total .......................................................................................

32,00

Marlas River Basin:
Teton River ..................................................................................
.Maris River .................................................................................
Birch Creek ..................................................................................
Two Medicine Creek .........................................................................
Cut Bank Creek ..............................................................................

44, 600
8,600
16,700
8,70
8, 700

Total .......................................................................................

87,300

Other streams:
Milk River ...................................................................................
St. Mary River........................................................
MLksouri
River
.............
...........................................
Creek
........................................................................
Bl B/ pi
r
............................................................................
"Total estimated by Corps of Engineers .....................................................
'NegltIble,

-

200
100
P3..200
120,400

Mr. BATnS. Mr. Chairihan, I am sure that we would both" agree
that the work that the Corps of Enghieers and the Bureau of Reclamation did as well as the other agencies involved at the tiin0,the
flood was in progress was mot eonunendable. I know from on4hespot, inspection that hours: meant nothing, it was the question of getting the emergency taken care of. You and your organization shouIld
be comnmended for the work that was done.
,'
Colonel KRTSTOFEISON. Thank you, sir.
Mr. OLSEN. I want to thank the gentleman for those comments

and I join him.
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I would like to make a part of this record some statement of the.
activity of the Corps during the time of the flood.
Colonel KRISTOFRSON. I would be glad to do so, sir.
Mr. OLSEN. Make that part of the record. I want it to come to
the attention of the committee.
. (The statement flowss)
CORPS OF ENGINEERS ACTIVITIES DURING AND FOLLOWING THE MONTANA rLOOD

OF JUNE 1964
Heavy rainfall, and resulting runoff into streams and reservoirs already high from
snowmelt, caused disastrous flooding in western Montana that was of unprecedented nature. In 36 hours, on June 7 and 8, 1964, up to 15 inches of rainfall
centered at two widely separate locations west and northwest of the city of Great
Falls, Mont. This storm, one of the largest and most intense of record in the area
extended in Montana generally from Lewiston northwestward to Glacier National
Park and across the Continental Divide to the Flathead River Basin.
On the upper Missouri River, flooding started on June 8. That night Corps
of Engineers personnel arrived at Great Falls to assist in the flood fight. On June
9, a headquarters was established by the corps and technical assistance was
Immediately provided. Also, liaison was maintained with city, county, and State
officials; and with the regional offices of the Burean of Reclamation and Office of
Emergency Planning. West of the Continental Divide, corps personnel actively
assisted local interests in waging successful flood fights in the upper Columbia
River and Upper Clark Fork BairLs. In particular, the Corps of Engineers raised
and strengthened levees at eight locations along the Flathead River from Flathead
Lake to Columbia Falls, preventing an estimated $250,000 of damages.
Investigation of damages from the flood was promptly undertaken by the
corps, both to provide information requested by the OEP for assessment of the
situation and to determine requirements for assistance that could be provided
by the corps under continuing authorities available to the Chief of Engineers.
Upon issuance by the President of his major disaster declaration authorizing
supplementary Federal assistance for the flood-affected areas of Montana, the
Office of Emergency Planning Issued various directives requesting the Corps of
Engineers to provide certain disaster assistance authorized by Public Law 875,
81st Congress. In response to those requests, the corps has repaired the water
and sewer systems of the city of Shelby; removed debris from the sewers and
streets of the city of Choteau taken action on possible health hazards in Pondera
County; restored or replaceA designated roads and bridges in the counties of
Glacier Pondera, Choteau Teton, and Flathead; and cleared debris from river
channels at various locations as determined immediately required for public
health and safety. The Pubic Law 875 disaster assistance program of the corps
in the upper Missouri River Basin is currently estimated to cost $600,000, and
that west of the Continental Divide to cost $250 000
Work being accompUshed under Corps of Engineers statutory authorities
Includes the emergency repair of flood control works under the authority of

Public Law 99 84th Congress, and emergency bank protection under authority
of section 14 of the Flood Control Act approved July 24, 1940.
The current cost estimate for the Publo Law-99 repair work is $190,000 and
for section 14 emergency bank protection is $113,000. The latter work includes.
a project at Fort Benton, undertaken for immediate protection of a city sewage
facility, which involved supplementation by the OEP of available corps authority
and funds.

_Mr. OLSHN. Now, then, without objection, that concludes this,
hearing
Thank you very much.
Colonel KnSTOFxRsON. Thank you, sir.

Mr. OIa.eN. Before we close the record I want permission at this
time, and without objection it is so ordered, that the photographs submitted from myself as chairman will be made part of the comnitte&
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files on this hearing. These photos are from the Montana Highway
Department, the U.S. Forest Service and some private photos that
I obtained myself. As I say, they wil be made part of the file on this
hearig
Theglqational Park Senice will submit pictures for the file.
The subcommittee is adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 5 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned subject to
call of the Chair.)
(The following was furnished for insertion.)
FINAL REpoRT', SEPTEMBER 1964
Flood of June 1964-Summary of flood damages in Afontatna
(In thousands of dollars)
Estlinated damages
damages
-

Basins, streams, and projects
Sustained
River basins and streams:
Flathead ......................................
...................................................
Sun

Mlartas.............................................

Prevented

Preventable

33.9W3....................
1
..

15,240 .......................-

60....................
..............
406......
245....................
..............
110......
° .o° o...
.oo...
....
60
..........
... .
. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .
..........
60
T'iber Re rvo ..............
.
).........
..
Gibson Reservoir I........................................
Clark Canyon Reservoir I ................................ ..............
000..............
...........
Hungry Horse Reservoir A............................
250..........
FortPeck Reservoir. .........................................
Projects authorized but not yet started:
4, 380
Greet Fall local protection 4..........................................................
1,055
Choteau local protection .................................. .............. ..............
Project considered for authorization:
1
.............. ..............
Belt Creek local protection 4..............................
2D
Browning local protection '............................... .............. ..............
10,601
Spruce Park Reservoir .................................... .............. ..............
5,612
Smoky Range Reservoir ..................................
. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..............
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..............
(1)
Sun Butte Reservoir I ...............
Milk ............................................
St. Mary ................................................
Missouri (main ttem) ................................
Otherprojects.
Missouri Basin streams ............................
Ezxstng
CanyonjFert Reservoi I..........................................

Total ...................................................
'Estimates are as of Sept. 16 1964, and subject to adjustment.
I Bureau of Reclamation project.
I Minor.
ICorps of Engineers project.
Not estimated.
S Amount by which damages sustained would have been increased
I Amount by which damages sustained would have been decreased.

0

65,723

610,910

'21,40

